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A NEW VOLUME CONTROL TO 
MEET SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
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The above drawings of our new control show grounded shaft construction 
and for the sake of clarity the cover has not been shown on Fig. t. The actuator 
arm and shaft are connected so that as the shaft is rotated the arm will swing 
over the resistance element. The contactor is interposed between the actuator 
arm and the resistance element, as shown plainly in Fig. 2, so that it exerts a 

light pressure on the resistance element and a corresponding pressure against 
the under side of the actuator arm. 

This contactor is made of a very light spring- tempered metal and is so arranged 
that it will adapt its self to the normal surface of the resistance element, thus 
forming a radial line contact. The upright ears A on the contactor engage notches 
in the sides of the actuating arm to prevent radial or angular displacement of 
the contactor with respect to the actuating arm and to furnish a connection 
between the arm and the contactor so that the contactor will always be drawn, 
and not pushed, along the resistance element. The two end portions of the 

contactor that bear on the under side of the actuating arm are formed slightly 
convex to the arm surface so that a minimum amount of friction occurs at these 
points, thus allowing the actuating arm to slide freely over these surfaces to 

engage either one or the other of the upright contactor cars A to draw the shoe 

over the element. 

0 1933 C.T.S.CO. 

Many automobile radio sets designed to have 
the volume regulated by remote means require 
a volume control that operates with a very low 
torque without sacrifice of quietness even when 
subjected to extreme vibration. 

Some of the more important features of this 
new control are: 

1 A narrow radial line contact extending across 
the face of the resistance element. 

2 This resilient shoe insures intimate contact 
with the resistance element at all times. Its 
light weight and method of support make it 
practically unaffected by vibration. 

3 The entire contact shoe is drawn, 
pushed, across the surface of the resistance 
element. Smooth action is therefore an 
inherent quality. 

4 More difficult resistance gradients are ob- 
tainable due to no noticeable shorting out of 
the high resistance sections by the contactor. 

5 It operates with very low torque. A very 
necessary requisite for use with remote con- 
trols on automobile radio sets. 

6 Low frictional component between the shoe 
and the resistance element gives extraordi- 
narily long life with freedom from noise. 

7 Full wiping contact keeps surfaces in good 
condition and automatically removes any 
foreign matter from the raceway. 

8 Low minimum resistance with our terminals 
which are flush with the contacting surface 
of the resistance element. 

9 Solder lug portion of terminals lock over 
projections on base and are unusually strong. 

never 
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FLSEWHERE in this issue is an an- 
nouncement of the inclusion of 

radio receivers as standard equipment on 
the new Hudson -Essex line. We gather 
that other automobile manufacturers plan 
to adopt the same course and will include 
radio receivers as standard equipment in 
their 1934 models. 

The automobile receiver market, which 
has increased by leaps and bounds 
throughout the past year despite the ad- 
verse economic conditions, promises to 
attain unprecedented proportions during 
the coming year. 
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MIR 

A chronological history of electrical communication 

-telegraph, telephone and radio 

This history began with the January I, 1932, 
issue of RADIO ENGINEERING. The items are 
numbered chronologically, beginning at 2000 
B.C., and will be continued down to modern 
times. The history records important dates, dis- 
coveries, inventions, necrology and statistics, 
with numerous contemporary chronological tie - 
in references to events in associated scientific 
development. The material was compiled by 
Donald McNicol. 

Part XX 

1887 (Continued) 
(762) A public telephone line is opened for service be- 

tween New York and Boston. (This line was built 
in 1884 for experimental purposes.) 

(763) In the United States there are forty miles of elec- 
tric railway. in operation, and in Europe twenty 
miles. 

(764) The Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Company con- 
solidates with the Western Union Telegraph Corn - 
pany. October. 

(765) N. S. Keith constructs for the Pacific Power Com- 
pany four dynamos, each 2,000 volts, 15 amperes. 

(766) E. E. Blavier dies. (Born in France, 1826.) 
(767) James F. Morrison and William Baxter, Jr., pro- 

duce a practical series electric motor. 
(768) The Anglo- American Telegraph Company adopts 

automatic transmission on its transatlantic cables. 
(769) The gramophone invented by Emile Berliner. (Basis 

of the Victor Talking Machine.) 
(770) James O'Connell, of Chicago, applies signaling lamps 

in the operation of central office telephone switch- 
boards. 

(771) Gustav Robert Kirchoff dies. (Born in Germany, 
1824.) 

1888 (772) A. E. Kennelly, senior electrician of the ships' staff, 
Eastern Telegraph Company, England, comes to 
America and is appointed electrician in the Edison 
laboratories at Orange, N. J. 

(773) Pettingell, Andrews and Company, organized in 
Boston by F. E. Pettingell and D. A. Andrews. 

(774) The Crocker -Wheeler Electric Company organized 
in New York. . 

(775) Ward Leonard installs a storage battery train light- 
ing system on the Chicago and Milwaukee Railway. 

(776) Edison's improved phonograph brought out, using 
a wax cylinder. 

(777) The Van De Poele Company is absorbed by the 
Thomson -Houston Company. 

(778) The Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraphs now have 
5,210 miles of pole line, 17,826 miles of wire and 575 
offices in Canada. 

(779) Edward Weston is elected president of the Ameri- 
can Institute of Electrical Engineers. 

(780) The first extensive system of electric railway is in- 
stalled, at Richmond, Va. Sprague seven and one - 
half h.p. motors are used on cars. 

(781) The first central station lighting system in Chicago 
is placed in service, August 6, at 139 Adams Street. 
Two Edison 80 kilowatt bipolar dynamos installed. 

(782) During the winter, New York, Philadelphia and 
Boston lose telegraph and telephone communication 
with each other and with interior cities, due to 
severe blizzards. 

(783) Charles Cuttriss makes improvements in ocean 
cable signaling apparatus. 

(784) M. B. Leonard presents a paper before the Ameri- 
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York, 
entitled "Some Objections to the Overhead Con- 
ductor for Electric Railways." 

(785) Sir Charles T. Bright dies. (Born in England 1832.) 
(786) E. H. Lyons, engineer with the Bell Telephone Com- 

pany, develops a telephone amplifying repeater. 
(787) The first electric sign in Chicago is installed. This 

was used by the Iowa delegation to the National 
Republican Convention urging the nomination of 
Senator Allison for the Presidency. 

(788) At Deptford, near London, England, Ferranti in- 
stalls a central electric light station. 

(789) O. B. Shallenberger is granted a U. S. patent for 
a method of obtaining two currents differing in 
phase, from a single phase current. 

(790) Photoelectric effect is discovered. 
1889 (791) At Deptford, England, Ferranti electric generators, 

alternating current, 1,200 kw., are installed. 
(792) N. Tesla procures a U. S. patent covering the in- 

vention of a method of obtaining a -c. of different 
phases from a single phase current. 

(793) Columbia University, New York, inaugurates a regu- 
lar course in electrical engineering. 

(794) W. C. L. Eglin arrives in the United States, from 
Scotland, joins the Edison Electric Light Company, 
Philadelphia. 

(795) The Holtzer -Cabot Company organized, at Boston, 
by Charles W. Holtzer and George E. Cabot. 

(796) The Kinetoscope, Edison's first moving picture ma- 
chine, is brought out. 

(797) A. S. Brown is appointed electrical engineer of the 
Western Union Telegraph Company, New York. 
(Remained in this position until March, 1892.) 

(798) Raymond L. G. Plante dies. (Born in France 1834.) 
(799) Elihu Thomson is elected president of the Ameri- 

can Institute of Electrical Engineers. 
(800) At Lynn, Mass., Elihu Thomson delivers an import- 

ant lecture on "Alternating Currents and Electric 
Waves." 

(801) Travelling electric cranes are installed at Phila- 
delphia for use at the works of the Pencoyd Steel 
Company. 

(802) James Prescott Joule dies. (Born in England 1818.) 
1890 (803) Ferranti, in England, builds a high tension line 

operated at 10,000 volts and employing a paper -in- 
sulated concentric tubular conductor. The line is 
about twenty -five miles in length. 

(804) The Edison Pearl Street station, New York, de- 
stroyed, in part, by fire. 

(805) William A. Anthony is elected president of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. 

(806) Fire destroys the main operating room of the West- 
ern Union Telegraph Company at 195 Broadway, 
New York. 

(807) Pickernell lays a dry core, lead covered cable in 
Philadelphia for telephone purposes. 

(808) Telephone lines between New York and Philadel- 
phia are equipped for simultaneous telegraph and 
telephone operation. 

(809) A selenium relay is employed by Shelford Bidwell 
to operate a relay circuit. 

(810) The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company 
is absorbed by the General Electric Company. 

(811) Novak incandescent electric lamps are introduced, 
the bulbs contain bromine gas. 

(812) In the Electrical World J. J. Carty describes the 
employment of 1,000 ohm bridging telephone bells. 

(813) Canadian Electrical Association formed, in Canada. 
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A SUGGESTION... 
that may speed up your assemblies 

Try 
HEX HEAD 
Sell-tapping Cap Screws 
Now, they cost no more than slotted head Sell-tapping Screws 

It's safe to assume that you are using 
Parker -Kalon Hardened Self- tapping 
Sheet Metal Screws. Practically every 
radio manufacturer does, since no 
other means of making the many 
sheet metal fastenings required in 

radio assembly work offers so much 
in speed, economy and security. 

Where and How to use them 
Parker- Kalon Hardened Self -tapping Screws 
For making fastenings to sheet metal up 
to 6 ga., aluminum, die castings, Bakelite, 
etc. Turn Screw into drilled, pierced or 
molded hole. It forms a thread in the 
material as it turns in. Can be removed 
and replaced. Available in a full range 
of diameters and lengths, and 5 styles 
of heads as shown below. 

But, have you tried these famous 
money- saving Screws with the H E X 

HEAD? Many radio manufacturers 
favor the HEX HEAD over the 
slotted head screws for lots of assem- 
blies. Like others you may find that 
the HEX HEAD will give you greater 
assembly speed by eliminating the 
loss of time caused by screwdriver 
blades slipping out of slots. Also that 
it prevents damage to screw heads 
and parts. 

Mail the coupon for free Hex Head 
Self- tapping Cap Screws. Try them 

out. If they work better and faster, 
you can have them at the same price 
as slotted head Self- tapping Screws. 
Now, Parker -Kalon makes the H E X 

HEAD as a "standard" instead of 
a special, and stocks them in a large 
range of sizes. 

PARK ER -KALON CORPORATION 
190.198 VARICK ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

PARKE R-KALON 
H A R D E N E D 

Hrt 
MF D 

SELF- TAPPING 

CAP SCREWS 
PARKER -KALON CORPORATION, 190.198 VARICK STREET, 

Send free samples of Hex Head Self -tapping Cap Screws. 
assemblies for which I wish to try them. 

Name and Title 

Company 

Address ...._.......... 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

See attached description of 
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WEBTON METHOD 

SELECTIVE ANALYSIS i 
ANALYZER OBSOLESCENCE 

IS BANISHED! 

NO LONGER is there the slightest need for 
worrying about Analyzer obsolescence. Weston has found the 
solution, providing a design which is always up -to -date regard- 
less of tube developments. It's a method of Selective Analysis 
involving the new Weston Model 665 Selective Analyzer and 
suitable Tube Selectors. 

Weston Model 665 Selective Analyzer contains all the neces- 
sary voltage, current and resistance ranges. Tube Selectors to 
accommodate 4, 5, 6 and 7 prong tubes are provided. You 
merely attach the proper Tube Selector to the Selective 
Analyzer. Next insert the plug into the tube socket of the radio 
set. Then by plugging into the proper jacks, voltage, current 
and resistance may be read in any part of the entire network 
leading to the tube socket. 

The Weston Model 665 Selective Analyzer with Tube Selec- 
tors truly is universal in its capacity to analyze radio receivers. 
New tubes merely mean a new, inexpensive Tube Selector. 
That's how obsolescence is eliminated. Return the coupon 
today for complete information ... Weston Electrical Instru- 
ment Corporation, 612 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J. 

WE STON 
adio Instruments 

MODERNIZE YOUR ANALYZER 
with Weston Socket Selector Units 

Your present Analyzer can be brought 
up -to -date and kept that way by means 
of the new, inexpensive Weston Tube 
Selectors which can be used with all 
models and makes of Analyzers. Return 
the coupon for descriptive bulletin. 

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 
612 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
Please send bulletin describing Model 665 Selective Analy er and i 

Tube Selectors. 

Name I 

Address ._.._.... ._ ..._.._.._ _ 
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RADIO ENGINEERING 
FOR AUGUST, 1933 

'N'AVQ,PV 

NRA 

WE DO OUR PART 

INCREASED RADIO MARKETS 

ON July 29 the Radio Code was submitted to "the 
National Administration. Its provisions are set 
forth in full elsewhere in this issue. 

Briefly, the code provides for a minimum wage scale 
and a spread of employment which, it is estimated, will 
immediately create new jobs for at least 10,000 radio 
workers, with employment for additional thousands in 
sight during the fall months. 

A uniform method of computing cost of production is 
being used as a basis for insuring the sale of all radio 
products at no less than the production cost -an end to 
price cutting and cut -throat competition. 

We are entering an era, during which consideration 
of performance and merit will overweigh those of price. 
We are about to see a premium placed once more upon 
improved engineering, performance value and develop- 
mental activity. Largely expanding markets for good 
radio are in the immediate offing. 

It is estimated that 5,000,000 men will be back at 
work on new jobs by early fall. It is entirely con- 
ceivable that a substantial proportion of these re-em- 
ployed workers need radio tubes and receivers, and that 
within a few weeks or months they'll have the where- 
withal to purchase them. The moves now under way 
to help the farmer may be summarized briefly as an 
effort to establish a standard of living upon the farm 
approximately equal to that in urban centers. We be- 
lieve this means over the next two years a development 
of a much larger rural market for radio receivers than 
we have ever seen in the past. 

Already at least one automobile manufacturer has an- 
nounced that his new model cars will carry radio re- 
ceivers as original equipment. Several other manufac- 

5 

turers are expected to follow suit. Sales of automobile 
radio during 1934 will far exceed anything which we 
have had in previous years. 

Of course, obsolescence has played its part generally 
in developing a vast market for new and modern radio 
equipment. Along these lines, we believe that the pres- 
ent cigar -box radio should not be allowed to monopo- 
lize all of the attention of forward -looking manufac- 
turers. Essentially, miniature radio is based upon eco- 
nomic conditions which dictated the lowest possible sell- 
ing price. We believe that within the next two years 
there is going to again develop a substantial demand for 
a larger, self- contained unit giving better reception and 
occupying floor space rather than table or mantel -piece 
space. The small receiver has found a permanent place 
as a second or third set and in apartments or elsewhere, 
where floor space is limited. 

We can't afford to forget that, just as we are looking 
to increased employment and larger buying power in 
other industries to furnish radio with larger markets, 
so too, are other industries depending in part upon the 
radio industry to increase their own markets. The 
chisel is being discarded but we have got to avoid the 
other extreme of too rapidly rising prices and over- 
production. 

Incidentally there are four important documents which 
will bear reading by all members of the industry. These 
documents are the National Industrial Recovery Act of 
June 13, 1933 ; NRA Bulletin No. 1 (President Roose- 
velt's statement) ; NRA Bulletin No. 2 (General John- 
son's statement) ; NRA Bulletin No. 3 "The President's 
Re- employment Program." These four documents may 
be obtained by writing the U. S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D. C. 
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A REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS 

In Broadcast Receivers of 1933 
By Edgar Messing and Monte Cohen* 

THE technical history of 1933 receivers is the story 
of the universal. The first of these sets that came 
unannounced on the market were four tube t.r.f. 
sets of the type shown schematically in Fig. 1. The 

6.3 volt line of tubes was used with filaments connected 
in series. A permanently attached antenna cord was 
supplied. If the manufacturer thought his set was sen- 
sitive the cord was twenty feet long; if he thought the 
set could stand more pickup he made the cord thirty 
feet long. 

The a- c. -d -c. feature was accomplished by employ- 
ing a half -wave rectifier in series with one side of the 
power line. On a -c. this tube was a rectifier, on d -c. 
it was effectively a resistance. In order to minimize the 
voltage drop across the rectifier, mercury vapor tubes 
were used in some receivers. These, however, required 
r -f. filtering which cost money and took up space. Drops 
of the mercury also often shorted elements and caused 
many complaints in the field. For these reasons the 37 
tube gradually superseded the mercury vapor tubes. 
With grid and plate connected together the 37 was well 
able to supply the small load required. 

The outstanding characteristic of the little sets, how- 
ever, was a physical one -heat. About forty watts was 
enclosed in a small cabinet whose ventilation was never 
good. Of the forty watts about thirty were dissipated 
in a six to ten inch resistor fastened to the chassis. On 
the first sets it was literally possible to fry eggs on the 
chassis plate. Wooden cabinets warped and peeled. 
Metal cabinets, which some manufacturers used in order 
to reduce costs radiated the heat somewhat better but 
were quite warm all over. 

The metal cabinets were usually insulated from the 
chassis by simple fibre bushings. Since the chassis was 
often connected directly to one side of the line there 
were numerous possibilities for getting shocks. The ma- 
jority of manufacturers, however, insulated the low 
side of the line from the chassis. 

The immediate success of these early sets led to fever- 

*F. W. Sickles Company. 

Fig. I 

ish activities on all sides. The sets lacked sensitivity, 
selectivity, quality reproduction and power output -in 
short they failed in all of the technical characteristics 
by which receivers are judged. 

The component manufacturers brought forth 5 inch 
midget dynamic speakers, / watt carbon resistors, roll 
type condensers half the previous sizes, small high gain 
coils, variable condensers that contained vernier drive 
mechanisms, and a whole new line of tubes designed to 
give superior performance. 

The first superheterodynes came out -comprised of 
five tubes and using an intermediate frequency of 456 
kc. The tubes used became practically standard for 
a- c. -d -c. sets. The 77's and 78's were the 6 volt com- 
panions to the.57's and 58's ; the 43 was a 25 volt heater 
type tube that could be used with resistance coupling and 
deliver power outputs approximating one watt on this 
low voltage supply. The 25Z5 was a 25 volt heater type 
rectifier having separate cathodes and plates, and was 
advertised as the "voltage doubler" tube because, due to 
its two cathodes it could be employed in voltage doubling 
circuits. 

A few manufacturers did employ voltage doubling 
circuits, but additional costs especially since : (1) bulky 
non -polarizing condensers were required; (2) the small 
margin of gain over what could be obtained with the 
usual circuits ; (3) the necessity for a switch ; (4) loss 
of gain on d -c. and (5) hum troubles, caused the early 
elimination of such circuits from commercial designs. 

Fig. 2 shows the circuit that was most commonly used 
for the five tube supers. It will be noticed that the sup- 
pressor -grid type of tube is used in the composite os- 
cillator detector. This type of oscillator, while result- 
ing in slightly less translation gain than the usual cir- 
cuit (wherein the tickler is put in the cathode circuit 
and the tank circuit made a part of the plate output 
load), was far more reliable and stable. Until the in- 
troduction of the 6A7, this circuit was used almost ex- 
clusively. The choke was placed in the negative leg 
of the filter unit so that maximum voltage could be 
applied to the plate of the output tube. The trouble ex- 

Fig. 2 
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perienced with modulation hum was easily cured by a 
simple r -f. filter across the line and proper arrangement 
of filaments. Large filter condensers were necessary to 
cut down hum since half wave rectification was used. 

The higher voltage heaters of the 25Z5 and the 43 
meant that the series dropping resistor had less power 
dissipated in it and could be made smaller. The "heat 
cord" was introduced -a line cord containing a resis- 
tor in the form of a third wire built into the cord. 
This took the heat out of the set and put it in the line 
cord where it was spread out over several feet and hence 
more readily dissipated. The 25 volt heater tubes, how- 
ever, were dissipating about 7.5 watts apiece and were 
quite hot so that the cabinet had to be protected from 
them. 

The sensitivity of good receivers of this type ran from 
20 to 50 microvolts. The quality of reproduction was 
dependent on the choice of speaker and proper by -pass- 
ing and was limited by the speaker size, power out- 
put, and inadequate and poor baffling. 

The selectivity of these sets was not good -especially 
where single tuned i -f. units were used as coupling trans- 
formers. An i -f. of 456 kc., while giving comparatively 
good image selectivity, did not give good adjacent chan- 
nel selectivity especially since in the desire for more gain, 
closely coupled i -f. transformers were used. The an- 
tenna coil, too, was designed for high gain and was 
closely coupled to the antenna. Since the antenna cords 
could be and were placed anywhere the wide variations 
caused noticeable detuning of the first circuit, with re- 
sultant loss of sensitivity and selectivity. Actual meas- 
urements on "typical" installations showed antenna ca- 
pacities varying from 50 to 300 mmf. Standard prac- 
tice for set testing and design was fixed at 100 mmf. 

Tracking plate variable condensers were almost ex- 
cusively used because they were simpler to adjust in pro- 
duction, cheaper than the addition of a separate padder, 
and saved the valuable space the padder required. 

To overcome the objection to the 456 kc. i -f. re- 
ceiver, some two gang 175 kc. and three gang pre - 
selector 175 kc. receivers were built. The latter were 
acceptable, of course, and by careful coil design the 
pre -selector units were made to approach gains obtain- 
able with ordinary antenna coils. The two gang sets, 
especially where no image rejector circuits were used, 
were utterly worthless in most localities though surpris- 
ingly acceptable in those localities where image inter- 
ference was absent. Their adjacent channel selectivity 
was, of course, good and to the average listener these 
sets appeared more selective -especially since birdies and 
whistles could usually be explained away. One great 
fault of the 456 kc. i -f. was the direct pickup of com- 
mercial telegraph traffic on or about that frequency. 
This, especially in seaport towns was very annoying. 
Simple series traps tuned to the i -f., placed in parallel 
with the antenna primary eliminated this trouble with 
little loss in gain. Some designers unknowingly ex- 
aggerated the 456 kc. interference pickup by using high 
impedance primaries that resonated in the interference 
band. 

The next step was the introduction of receivers cap- 
able of picking up police calls -which meant that the 
variable condenser ranges were adjusted so that the band 
reached 1700 kc., covering the police stations between 
1700 and 1500 kc. 

The big objection to these small sensitive receivers 
when used in localities where field strengths were high 
was their inability to correctly tune in stations. The aver- 
age operator would turn the volume control up and tune 
throughout the broadcast band. Since the audio han- 
dling power was limited and there was no avc stations 
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would "blurp" in and out and in again, which is double 
spot tuning due to overload. The next steps were the 
introduction of overload devices and avc systems. Fig. 
3 shows a simple overload system that was quite effec- 
tive in preventing double spot tuning. The detector 
grid going positive under the impulse of a large im- 
pressed signal draws grid current, which passing through 
R, biases back both the detector and i -f. tube's grid. 

AVC systems could not be satisfactory because only 
the i -f. tube could be controlled. Six tube sets having 
a r -f. stage therefore appeared. The use of the complex 
diode tubes became universal where avc was desired. 
The diode detector helped ameliorate the double spot 

Fig. 3 

Figs. 4 and 5 

tuning effect even where avc was not used. The intro- 
duction of the now familiar 6A7 allowed control of the 
detector part of that tube and "dual automatic volume 
control" was advertised as a feature of five tube sets. 
There is still a question among many designers, how- 
ever, whether the 6A7 will be satisfactory. 

The next important feature that alert merchandisers 
seized on was the introduction of an additional reception 
band to cover the 2400 kc. police band and airport and 
amateur bands between 3500 and 1500 kc. A switch 
usually located on the rear panel of the set operated as 
shown either in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5. In Fig. 4 shorting 
coils are introduced by the switch in parallel with the 
main inductances. This system has the advantage of 
simplicity and ease of incorporation in sets designed for 
single band reception. Careful designers reported that 
the tapped system gave better selectivity and sensitivity, 
as would be expected. 

Where the object was simply the ability to advertise 
police band reception no attempt at tracking signal and 
oscillator circuits was made. Series trimming for the 
short -wave band allowed for good tracking sensitivity. 
Good sensitivities for the short -wave band were values 
below 150 microvolts for five tube sets; better sensi- 
tivities were obtainable but the average was nearer 500. 
The 456 kc. i -f. again became prominent in these re- 
ceivers because of the failure of 175 kc. to give any 
sort of acceptable image ratios on the high- frequency 
band. A compromise intermediate frequency of 262 kc. 
was also used. This had the advantage of better ad- 
jacent channel selectivity over 456 and better image ra- 

(Concluded on page 20) 
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Stability problems 

of tuned r -f. and 
superheterodyne 
receivers 

By S. W. Place* 

EVER since the radio- frequency amplifier suc- 
ceeded the familiar regenerative detector back 
in the early days of radio broadcasting, the radio 
engineer has had plenty to do. 

Stabilizing a tuned radio -frequency or intermediate - 
frequency amplifier is not a difficult matter using screen - 
grid amplifier tubes, provided one is liberal in the use 
of shields and filters. Causes for instability in these 
amplifiers might be placed under two general headings ; 

electrostatic feedback and electromagnetic feedback of 
the amplified energy from output to input of the 
amplifier. 

Where sufficient energy is fed back into the input, 
the re- amplified energy would finally build the circuit 
energy up to a point where sustained oscillations could 
take place. 

Let us examine some of the various possibilities of 
feedback. Electrostatic feedback may be caused by 
capacity coupling between control grids and their leads in 
adjacent stages, between plate and control grid leads of 
any one tube due to insufficient shielding ; between 
antenna and control grid and leads of the second r -f, 
or following tubes in the r -f. amplifier, and between 
various unshielded parts of the different stages of the 
r -f. amplifier. 

The obvious remedy for all of these causes of electro- 
static feedback is, of course, more perfect shielding. 
The engineer may readily determine just how much 
shielding is necessary and desirable, this depending to a 
large extent upon the amount of amplification to be 
realized from the r -f. amplifier. More amplification with 
greater stability may be realized by amplifying at two 
different frequencies, as in a superhetrodyne receiver 
utilizing a stage or more of tuned r -f. amplification to- 
gether with one or more stages of i -f. amplification. 

Another cause for electrostatic feedback is through 
the medium of the power line, feedback occurring 
through some of the output energy of the amplifier 
getting into the power line through the filament leads, 
and also due to imperfect filtering. This r -f. energy 
being carried by the power line, is fed back into the 
antenna and re- amplified, thereby creating instability. 
The remedy for this condition is to place a small .01 
mfd. condenser on each side of the line to ground. 

*Engineer, Synthane Corporation. 

Instability 
As a cause of amplifier instability, electromagnetic 

feedback is far more troublesome. It may be caused by 
such a wide variety of conditions in the layout and de- 
sign of the amplifier that frequently the engineer is at 
a loss to comprehend the root of the trouble. Whereas 
with the old neutrodyne receivers using triode tubes, it 
was sufficient to place the coils at an angle of zero 
coupling to each other, the greater amplification of the 
tetrode makes it imperative to shield each r -f. coil, so 
that no slight electromagnetic coupling may exist be- 
tween any of the r -f. coils. Electromagnetic coupling 
may also be caused by feedback through unfiltered leads, 
or common conductors, in two or more stages of the 
amplifier. By proper use of chokes and by -pass con- 
densers at the cathode, screen grid, and B plus terminals 
of each r -f. tube, we can be fairly sure of no trouble 
from this source. The audio detector plate circuit, being 
at the point of highest r -f. potential, must be particularly 
well filtered to prevent any r -f. energy from getting 
beyond it and affecting any part of the input circuit, 
either through common leads or by capacity coupling 
from the audio amplifier, power unit, or speaker wiring, 
to the antenna or input of the r -f. amplifier. 

Filtering 

It has been found that many of these chokes and 
by- passes can be eliminated in various parts of the cir- 
cuit, other parts of the circuit requiring only a minimum 
amount of filtering such as would be provided with a 
choke of one or two millihenrys and a .01 mfd. con- 
denser, or the condenser alone without the choke. Of 
course, the greater the amplification, the more need for 
better filtering. Generally, the screen grids of the 
amplifier may be connected together and by- passed with 
a common .01 to .1 mfd. condenser. Where two r -f. 
tubes are used, it will usually be sufficient to place a 
choke and by -pass in one of the cathode leads. With 
more than two r -f. tubes, more filtering of the cathode 
circuits becomes necessary. The same thing holds true 
for the plate circuit of the r -f. tubes that holds for the 
cathode circuits, and the by- passing of the plate return 
and cathode terminals of one r -f. tube is generally suffi- 
cient for a two -stage amplifier, while more filtering may 
be necessary for more than two stages. For filtering 
the output of the audio detector, a choke of 100 to 200 
millihenrys or a 30,000 to 60,000 ohm resistor should 
be used, by- passed on each side by a .0001 or .0002 mfd. 
condenser. It is very essential that the audio detector 
tube is shielded as this is at the point of highest r -f. 
potential on the set, and hence most subject to the effects 
of electrostatic feedback into the input of the amplifier. 

Another cause for magnetic coupling is the common 
return provided in the shaft of the variable condenser. 
To prevent the tuned circuit currents from returning 
through the common shaft, each coil return is generally 
connected back directly to the rotor of its own con- 
denser, through spring connectors placed at each rotor. 
Magnetic coupling between shielded coils close together 
may take place through a common base in which there is 
not an individual shield under each coil shield, or where 
the shield itself is not of sufficient conductivity to do a 
100 per cent shielding job. 

Classifying instability problems under two general 
headings of those caused by electrostatic feedback, and 
those caused by electromagnetic feedback, we might 

(Concluded on page 20) 
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PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING 

IT is believed that the readers of 
RADIO ENGINEERING will be inter- 
ested in some of the problems in- 
volved in the practical teaching of 

this subject and in the development of 
a school which specializes exclusively 
in the teaching of practical radio engi- 
neering. The Capitol Radio Engineer- 
ing Institute, located at Washington, 

. D. C., has for a number of years con- 
fined its instruction to experienced ra- 
diomen who are interested in taking up 
study of an advanced nature but who 
are not able to devote the time and 
money necessary for an engineering 
course at one of the universities. 

The development of this course is in- 
teresting. Early in 1924 the writer, then 
in the U. S. Navy and attached to the 
flagship of the Battle Fleet, in charge 
of fleet material, was ordered to the 
Naval Research Laboratory in Wash- 
ington to work up a course of study in 
vacuum tube work suitable for the 
Navy's highest rated radiomen, Chief 
and First Class Radiomen. These ra- 
diomen were detailed to the school for 
a period of 22 weeks with two classes 
each year. How intensive the course of 
study was made is shown by the fact 
that over a period of several years an 
average of approximately 30 per cent of 
each class failed to make a passing av- 
erage, although the minimum of radio 
experience of any student was about six 
years. This was due to the fact that in- 
sufficient time was allowed for the wide 
scope of the work that was required to 
be covered. 

Knowing that no such course of study 
was available in the commercial field 
and that a definite demand existed the 
writer prepared this course in home 
study form and in 1927 organized the 
Institute with which he is now asso- 
ciated. When this course was announced 
it became extremely popular in the U. S. 
Navy, the naval radiomen studying it 
largely to insure their successful com- 
pletion of the Navy's school at Wash- 
ington without which they could not 
become eligible for promotion to Chief 
Radioman. 

Realizing that one of the major prob- 
lems in the development of a satisfac- 
tory course of instruction for commer- 
cial radiomen involved a very thorough 
understanding of the particular prob- 
lems, the next two years were spent in 
a thorough analysis of commercial radio 
work, working conditions, apparatus 
used, design and development of cir- 

By 

E. H. RIETZKE 

President, Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 

A section of the transmitting room at the 
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 

cuits for all purposes, and the prepar- 
ation of the essential information in the 
form of lesson material. Not until 1929 
was this course actually announced to 
the commercial field, at which time an 
announcement was sent to all broadcast- 
ing stations. This practical study and 
analysis has never ceased and the course 
of instruction is continually in a state 
of revision and addition to keep up with 
the rapid developments taking place in 
radio. 

In 1931 it was realized that many 
commercial radiomen who knew that 
they needed such advanced training 
were simply afraid they could not han- 
dle such a course, which starts right in 
with the essential mathematics and 
which assumes on the part of the student 
a somewhat extensive groundwork of 
fundamentals. To meet the needs of 
such men a special "introductory" 
course was prepared to precede the 
basic advanced engineering course. 
This "introductory" course enables the 
student to obtain a thorough review of 
fundamentals and to get into the habit 
of studying before reaching the mathe- 
matical work. 

For the past five years there has been 
a continual demand for this same train- 
ing in residence form. Many ship oper- 
ators, servicemen, technicians, and 
others who, while they could appreciate 
the benefits of home study, felt the need 
for actual classroom instruction and 
practical work with modern transmit- 
ting and receiving apparatus and labor- 
atory equipment. It was realized that 

with the depressed business conditions 
of the past several years the undertak- 
ing of such a venture at this time en- 
tailed considerable risk. However, the 
directors of the Capitol Radio Engi- 
neering Institute have felt extremely 
optimistic about the future in the field 
of radio for the man with better -than- 
average technical training. They have 
also felt that if such instruction is made 
sufficiently practical, if the equipment 
and facilities of the school are adequate 
to meet the needs of the really high 
class experienced radiomen, and if the 
course is actually intensive and is kept 
within the means of the prospective stu- 
dents, there will be a sufficient demand 
to make such an undertaking a success. 

An entire year was spent in the se- 
lection of an enlarged instruction staff, 
selection, purchase and installation of 
equipment, development of the curricu- 
lum, etc. Two residence courses were 
decided on -a complete full -time one- 
year course running from September 
into June with eligible students limited 
to high school graduates and experi- 
enced radiomen -and a 10 weeks' sum- 
mer post -graduate course which is avail- 
able only to the home study graduates 
and students who have completed not 
less than 75 per cent of the home study 
course. The latter class started in June 
of this year with a full class, students 
coming from as far as Montana, Ala- 
bama, Minnesota, Iowa, and from ship 
operating positions. Registrations for 
the class starting in September were 
received as early as May. 

The combined professional radio ex- 
perience of the heads of the three tech- 
nical departments of the Capitol Radio 
Engineering Institute totals fifty -one 
years. With this background of profes- 
sional radio experience it was decided 
that every piece of equipment installed 
must be strictly up -to -date, completely 
workable and available for actual use 
by the student. A view of a portion of 
the equipment taken in the transmitting 
room is shown in the accompanying 
illustration. The complete broadcast 
transmitter is crystal controlled, modu- 
lated 100 per cent, and has a conserva- 
tive carrier output of 200 watts. For 
working in the broadcast band it oper- 
ates into a phantom antenna in the cop- 
per screened booth shown and actually 
goes on the air in the 160 -meter ama- 
teur band with a personal call. The 
speech input equipment shown is of the 
latest type and includes two level indi- 
cators, a three stage and a four stage 
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amplifier (two individual amplifiers), 
three line equalizing circuits, a built 
in receiver for monitoring, six micro- 
phone mixer circuits, etc. Most of the 
equipment in this unit is General Radio. 
For communication purposes the Ham - 
marlund Comet -Pro receiver is used. 
This is shown on the desk in the fore- 
ground. 

Other equipment includes a complete 
broadcast studio at the other end of 
the building, a thoroughly equipped lab - 
oratory containing 90 feet of wired ex- 
perimental tables, a classroom with in- 
dividual student desks, a large black- 
board and platform on which is mounted 
a wired demonstration table, and a pro- 
jection machine for showing sound -on- 
film educational films. 

Students attend class from 9 a. m. to 
4:15 p. m. with one hour for lunch at 
noon. Only the number of students that 
can be given personal instruction is 
accepted for any one class. Home study 
students may start at any time and 
study as rapidly or as slowly as their 
individual situations permit. Of the ap- 
proximately 1,200 home study students 
at present enrolled more than 97 per 
cent are professional radiomen, the 
other small percentage being made up 
of students and experimenters. The stu- 
dent body includes students in approxi- 
mately 125 broadcasting stations in the 
United States with as many as six stu- 
dents at individual stations, in the radio 
organizations of all the leading air 
transport lines, in the radio divisions 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

of the Army, Navy, Coast Guard, and 
Department of Commerce, and in radio 
service organizations, factories, and in 
almost all parts of the world such as 
Australia, China, Alaska, Venezuela, 
Egypt, Switzerland, and in many other 
countries. 

From contacts with the radio indus- 
try, from observations over a number of 
years of the successful progress of ra- 
diomen who have had both practical 
experience and good technical training, 
and from the plain common -sense point 
of view, the writer feels very optimistic 
about the possible future in radio for 
the better -than -average man. The Capi- 
tol Radio Engineering Institute is oper 
ated for the benefit of the type of men 
who read RADIO ENGINEERING. 

Waxes and Compounds for Radio 

Components 
THE application of insulating 

waxes has gone through some 
changes keeping pace with new 
radio designs and requirements. 

While waxes of relatively low melting 
points were satisfactory in the past, 
higher heat developed in modern am- 
plifier and power supply units now de- 
mand the use of higher cold flow waxes. 

For potting condensers or capacitors 
where low or no heat will prevail, 
waxes under 150° F. cold flow are sat- 
isfactory. If heat is to be encountered, 
plastic waxes, non -brittle in cold tem- 
peratures, with cold flows in a range 
between 160° to 180° F. in black or light 
colors will give good results. For top- 
ping and for sealing ends, such as car- 
tridge or fibre tube case or box, a wax 
close to 200° F. cold flow is required. 
In some special cases it will be neces- 
sary to use sealing waxes with cold 
flows between 200° and 250° F. It must 
be borne in mind that high cold flow 
products have high viscosities requir- 
ing elevated pouring temperatures 
which in some cases, such as paraffined 
foil and paper, might change the final 
results of the complete assembled unit. 

Oil, glycerine and acid -proof waxes 
of high cold flows are required for use 
in electrolytic condensers. For end 
sealing a light colored wax is prefer- 
able. 

Use of certain types of chlorinated 
waxes is the best due to high dielectric 
strength for the impregnation of paper, 
but if the amount of paper and foil is 

By A. SAUNDERS 
Technical Staff, Zophar Mills, Inc. 

not restricted by price, impregnation 
can be accomplished with waxes of 130° 
to 140° F. melting point. 

For the satisfactory impregnation of 
the assembled and finished tube or card- 
board box unit a wax light in color, of 
a transparent film to allow reading of 
printed matter and label, and of a cold 
flow not lower than 170° F. is desirable. 
The wax must allow for expansion and 
contraction, be tough, and must not, 
above all, crystallize due to the oxida- 
tion brought about by contact with the 
air. A wax of this type is desirable for 
the impregnation and water- proofing of 
resistance units. 

For coil impregnation both low and 
high melting point waxes can be used 
according to requirements. In some 
cases varnishes are preferable. 

Waxes of a melting point above 230° 
F. must be selected for sealing lightning 
arrestors such as used in connection 
with radio antennas. 

For transformers of a low power 
a casing wax of 160° to 180° F. melt- 
ing point is satisfactory. For audio 
transformers the low melting point 
waxes can be used. For large and high- 

power transformers plastic waxes, to 
prevent cracking under constant heat- 
ing and cooling in operation of trans- 
former, of best heat dissipating 
properties and of cold flows over 230° 
F., and higher, melting point must be 
used. In small transformers hard flint 
like waxes of over 230° F. melting point 
will give good results. These waxes 
must not develop moisture by usual oxi- 
dation or ozone formation, that would 
cause shorts or decrease efficiency of 
transformer. This is specially applica- 
ble to transformers operating large 
neon tube signs under use most of 24 
hours daily. 

Good varnishes must be selected for 
transformer coils and core plate im- 
pregnation, although some compounds 
have given better results for impregna- 
tion under vacuum. Thorough moisture 
proofness must be attained with good 
dielectric strength. 

Waxes also find their use in the 
water- proofing and finishing of braided 
wire ; in the manufacture of wet and 
dry batteries and in the manufacture 
of the many new parts which are con- 
tinuously being developed. 
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AUDIO SYSTEM 

with the new 

2B6 tube 

By Charles F. Stromeyer* 

DURING the last few years there have been many 
attempts to popularize various audio output sys- 
tems. The pentode was heralded as the suc- 
cessor to the triode, although its higher efficiency 

and sensitivity were obtained at the sacrifice of quality. 
However, with the cheapening of receivers, the pentode 
became a necessity. Then, Class B was introduced in 
battery receivers where it fulfilled a definite need. Later, 
when developed for a -c. operation, it did not meet with 
general success because of its cost and complications. 
The quality could hardly be considered as an improve- 
ment over the pentode unless particular expensive pre- 
cautions were adopted. Push -pull Prime A was next in 
line, but this was an expensive system requiring an in- 
put transformer besides a driving tube. 

Furthermore the last two mentionel systems required 
a minimum of three tubes not including the detector. 
Some system is needed which may be adopted for the 
smallest receiver to the largest, so that the basic prob- 
lems in audio design may be standardized. This method 
should be free of complications and inexpensive. Also 
quality must not be compromised. 

The confusing problem in determining an output 
tube's merit is the power rating on a basis of harmonic 
content. Until some other scheme is devised, the art 
will continue to use this method. However, it is mis- 
leading. For example, consider the pentode, whose "re- 
sistance- load" harmonic content may be nearly of the 
same order as a triode, yet qualitatively the rendition 
is poorer. Further consideration shows that the match 
between the pentode's internal impedance to its work 
load may be in the order of six to one, and that the 
generated harmonics rise very rapidly with increasing 
load. Then when coupled to an ordinary speaker, the 
transient harmonic term becomes seriously exaggerated. 
giving rise to inferior quality. This condition also 
arises, to a greater extent, in Class B. Carrying this 
thought still further, a word of caution might be help- 
ful in applying the results of "permissible harmonics" 
shown by Massa.' This work shows values for per- 
missible harmonics which represent the amplifier overall 
distortion. The load conditions are assumed to be ideal 
se that the transient term is minimized. Therefore. 
the values do not mean the mere rating of the output 
tube working into a resistance load. In short, the quality 
performance of an output tube must not be determined 
only by its power rating on a specified harmonic value, 
but by actual performance in the circuit used. 

*Revelation Patents Holding Company. 

TYPE 2B6 

STANDARD SINGLE TUBE CIRCUIT 

Fig. I 

Since Class A triode output is conceded as the most 
desirable of known methods for perfect reception, it 
or its equivalent should be the goal of the development. 
The triode system, however, is not inexpensive, if rela- 
tively large power is to be obtained, due to the tube's 
low efficiency and sensitivity. The inception of the multi - 
filamentary triode was an attempt to provide the result 
more efficiently. Unfortunately, its complicated fila- 
ment structure makes the tube difficult to produce. A 
few tube producers are experimenting with a tube of 
similar characteristics but using three separate cathodes 
in parallel. Some improvement may be expected but 
the problem of obtaining uniform active coating sur- 
faces from the separate cathodes is by no means a sim- 
ple task. These improved triodes have two other ob- 
jectionable features, first -the power falls rapidly with 
increasing load thereby causing a poor high frequency 
response, and second -the d -c resistance in the grid 
circuit must be relatively low which provides certain 
limitations in coupling to high impedance detector cir- 
cuits. 

The Arcturus Radio Tube Company has been working 
independently of this trend. The original triple -twin 
system was studied to ascertain if it was possible to 
maintain its high plate efficiency, and to reduce the com- 
ponents used in the circuit, and further to simplify the 
tube construction without losing its triode quality f ea- 
tures. This was not only possible but other advanta- 
geous features were added. The new 2B6 tube char- 
acterizes the advancement for the a -c. application. De- 
velopment on automobile types for a- c. -d -c. operation is 
now in progress. The same principles are involved so 
that general audio standardization may be expected by 
their adaptation. 

The new 2B6 consists of two sets of triode elements 
mounted in tandem using a common heater but elec- 
trically separate cathodes. This structure is simple and 
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less complicated than other popular tubes now in use. 
An examination of Fig. 1 will show the simplicity of the 
tube and circuit. The left -hand set of triode elements 
is the small input and the right -hand is the large out- 
put. Resistance Ro provides part of the first section's 
load and also the bias for its grid. (The complete load 
is the parallel combination of Ro and the grid impedance 
of the output section). Since its cathode is directly tied 
to the grid of the output section, the drop in Ro would 
put the output grid at a high positive bias. This is off- 
set by the drop in Rl. Consequently, the output grid 
bias is the difference between these two voltages, and 
it is normally 2.5 volts positive with respect to its cathode 
so that its grid conductance is appreciable. Therefore, 
the input current divides, part flowing through the out- 
put grid resistance and part through Ro. Degeneration 
in Rl is prevented by condenser Cl. The large sec- 
tion of the tube delivers the output power. It operates 
at nearly the mid -point of its eg -ip characteristic. Since 
it uses the entire characteristic, its grid must be driven 
during part of the cycle. The input section performs 
this duty and provides a high input impedance as its 
grid does not draw current. The direct cathode coupling 
feature permits the delivery of grid power without the 
necessity of a step down transformer. The compensat- 
ing theory of the input action for impressing a voltage 
across the grid impedance of the output section, inde- 
pendent of the grid impedance has been published', and, 
therefore, will not be treated here. It may be sum- 
marized as -the characteristics of the input section are 
arranged so that its internal impedance varies with the 
amplitude of the signal to maintain a constant ratio 
with its load. Hence, the developed voltage is not in- 
fluenced by changes in its load value. In other words, 
the voltage impressed across the input of the second 
section is not affected by variations in the grid impe- 
dance of this section. 

The output handling capacity of the 2B6 was decided 
upon after extensive consideration. One size of an a -c 
output tube for standard 250 plate volt operation adapt- 
able for large midgets to the finest of consoles is desir- 
able. Last year, some sets claimed the tremendous power 
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output of 20 watts or more. This may be useful for ad- 
vertising bally -hoo but from a practical consideration, 
almost none of these receivers employ sturdy enough 
cabinets to provide satisfactory baffles to minimize acous- 
tical feedback to say nothing of the inability of the 
loudspeaker to handle such output. Probably, some 
eight watts of this output ceased to be real music and 
was nothing else but "noise" power. With this in mind, 
it is generally conceded that a good 10 watts of real 
usable power is sufficient for the better consoles. Thus 
a compromise was reached at a power rating of 4 watts 
for a single tube, which operation, should be ample for 
the larger midgets. Two tubes in push -pull would 
readily provide the 10 watts for consoles. The power 
rating was not the only point in question. The total 
anode current should not be much greater than types 
which the new tube is to replace, in order to utilize ex- 
isting power pack components. Due to the system's high 
plate efficiency, the power rating was obtained at the 
low total value of 44 mils. 

The curves in Fig. 2 show that 4 watts are obtained 
with a total harmonic of 5 per cent or less. A signal 
of 25 volts is required. Fig. 3 discloses the reasons why 
the tube has .excellent performance. The optimum load 
impedance for maximum power is the same value as for 
minimum distortion. Hence the transient term of the 
speaker is minimized. Furthermore, this 5000 ohm load 
is almost perfectly matched to the plate impedance. The 
fall in power with increasing load beyond 5000 is not 
as steep as ordinary negative bias triodes. For example, 
with three times the rated load, the power is down only 
about 1.6 db. Thus the average speaker, whose im- 
pedance varies considerably with frequency will receive 
more nearly a constant power, regardless of the signal 
frequency. The only harmonic that climbs at any ap- 
preciable rate with increasing load is the second har- 
monic, but it rises slowly so that a buffer filter, across 
the output transformer, to make the load appear as a 
constant impedance device, is not necsssary. As the sig- 
nal is reduced, the gradient of the power and harmonics 
curves decrease. 

Excellent results are obtained in push -pull. The cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 4. Due to the harmonic cancella- 
tion action of push -pull, the harmonics are considerably 
reduced. The evens nearly disappear and the odds", 
contrary to the erroneous general push -pull conception, 
are considerably reduced. 

When first inspecting the tube's characteristics, it 
would appear that the input grid drew current because 
it is only biased to 24 volts while a peak signal of 35 
volts is impressed for the rated power. Yet no power 
is required in the input circuit. This requires some ex- 
planation. With ground as a reference level, the volt- 
age across Ro in Fig. 1 is in phase with the applied 
signal. Then the alternating voltage actually appear- 
ing across grid to cathode is the difference between these 

(Concluded on page 20) 
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CODE OF FAIR COMPETITION 

for the 

RADIO MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 

Preamble 

WHEREAS, radio consists of transmis- 
sion and reception through the instru- 
mentality of transmitter and receiving 
sets; and 

WHEREAS, broadcasting by radio can- 
not be confined within state lines and has 
been determined by Courts of the United 
States to be interstate commerce, and 
radio receiving sets as an absolutely essen- 
tial instrumentality of such interstate com- 
merce; and 

WHEREAS, various individuals, part- 
nerships and corporations are engaged in 
the manufacture and sale of radio receiv- 
ing and television sets and parts therefor 
for use throughout the United States and 
in foreign countries as such instrumentali- 
ties of interstate commerce; and 

WHEREAS, under the National Indus- 
trial Recovery Act, the radio manufactur- 
ing industry is authorized to present a code 
of fair competition for the industry to the 
President for approval: 

NOW, THEREFORE, to effectuate the 
policy declared by Congress in and pur- 
suant to the provisions of such Act, the 
radio manufacturing industry through the 
Radio Manufacturers Association hereby 
adopts the following code of fair compe- 
tition, subject to the approval of the Presi- 
dent of the United States: 

General Provisions 

Administration and Definitions 

The provisions of this code shall with 
the approval of the President be adminis- 
tered by the Radio Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation. In order to effect such adminis- 
tration those persons who now are or those 
who from time to time may be elected to 
or appointed as the Executive Committee 
of the Radio Manufacturers Association 
shall constitute a Radio Emergency Nat- 
ional Committee, hereinafter described, 
which shall be responsible for the admin- 
istration of this code. 

"Radio Manufacturing Industry" as de- 
fined herein shall include every person, 
firm, partnership, association and corpora- 
tion who manufacture any of the follow- 
ing products: 

(a) Radio receiving and television sets. 
(b) Radio and television tubes, electronic 

tubes and valves. 
(c) Parts, cabinets, accessories, includ- 

ing loud speakers, condensers and also 
sound distribution equipment. 

"Radio products" as used herein shall 
consist of radio receiving sets and parts 
therefor and television receiving sets and 
parts therefor. 

"Sound distribution equipment" as used 
herein shall consist of equipment for the 
distribution of sound originating from a 
radio receiving set or an electric phono- 
graph or a microphone. 

The term "cost of production" as used 

As submitted by the Radio 
Manufacturers Association to 
the National Recovery Ad- 
ministration on July 29, 1933 

herein shall embrace cost of selling, ad- 
vertising and administration and all other 
expenses of every kind and character which 
the manufacturer shall incur in the opera- 
tion of his business, unless excluded or 
otherwise defined in separate chapters of 
this code applicable to radio products cov- 
ered by such chapter. 

The term "effective date" or equivalent 
term is herein defined as the tenth day 
after this code has been approved by the 
President of the United States. 

Section 1: The provisions of this code 
shall not be used, interpreted or applied 
in such a manner as to- 

(a) Permit or promote monopolies or 
monopolistic practices; 

(b) Eliminate or oppress small enter- 
prises or operate to discriminate against 
small enterprises. 

Section 2: The President of the United 
States may from time to time cancel or 
modify any order, approval, license, rule 
or regulation issued under Title I of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act and this 
code is expressly made subject thereto as 
provided in Section 10 (b) of such Act. 

Section 3: (a) Employees in the radio 
manufacturing industry affected hereby 
shall have the right to organize and bar- 
gain collectively through representatives of 
their own choosing and shall be free from 
the interference, restraint or coercion of 
employers of labor or their agents in the 
designation of such representatives or in 
self -organization or in other connected ac- 
tivities for the purpose of collective bar- 
gaining or other mutual aid or protection. 

(b) No employee and no one seeking 
employment shall be required as a con- 
dition of employment to join any company 
union or to refrain from joining, organiz- 
ing or assisting a labor organization of 
his own choosing. 

(c) Employers shall comply with the 
maximum hours of labor, the minimum 
rates of pay and other conditions of em- 
ployment approved or prescribed by the 
President. 

Section 4: (a) On and after the ef- 
fective date employers shall not employ 
anyone under the age of 16 years. 

(b) On and after the effective date the 
minimum wage that shall be paid by any 
employer to any employee engaged in the 
processing of the products of the radio 
manufacturing industry and in labor opera- 
tions directly incident thereto shall be 40c 
per hour, unless the rate per hour for the 
same class of labor on July 15. 1929, was 
less than 40c in which case the rate per 
hour shall be not less than the rate per 
hour paid on July 15, 1929. and provided 
also that in no event shall the rate per 
hour be less than 30c per hour, and pro- 

vided further that casual and incidental 
labor and learners may be paid not less 
than 80 per cent of such minimum wage, 
but the total amount paid to such casual 
and incidental labor and learners shall not 
exceed in any calendar month 5 per cent 
of the total wages paid to all process labor 
by such employer. 

(c) On and after the effective date the 
minimum wage that shall be paid by any 
employer to all other employees, except 
commission sales people, shall be at the 
rate of $15 per week, provided, however, 
that office boys or girls, learners and casual 
employees may be paid not less than 80 
per cent of such minimum wage but the 
total amount paid to such office boys or 
girls, learners and casual employees shall 
not exceed in any calendar month five per 
cent of the total amount paid by such em- 
ployer to all employees covered by the 
provisions of this paragraph (c). 

(d) The minimum rate of wages pro- 
vided in this section shall apply to all em- 
ployees in all localities unless the Ad- 
ministrator or his representative shall fix 
a lower rate for particular localities. 

(e) Not later than ninety (90) days 
after the effective date the radio manufac- 
turing industry shall report to the Admin- 
istrator through the Radio Emergency 
National Committee the action taken by 
all employers in adjusting the hourly wage 
rates for all employees receiving more than 
the minimum rates provided in paragraph 
(b) of this section. 

Section 5: On and after the effective 
date employers shall not operate on a 
schedule of hours - 

(a) For employees engaged in the proc- 
essing of products of the radio manufac- 
turing industry, and in labor operations 
directly incident thereto, in excess of 36 
hours per week. 

(b) For all other employees, except exe- 
cutive, administrative, research, engineer- 
ing and supervisory employees, and travel- 
ing and commission salespeople, in excess 
of 40 hours per week. 

Provided, however, that these limitations 
shall not apply to those branches of the 
radio manufacturing industry in which 
seasonal or peak demand places an un- 
usual and temporary burden upon such 
branches ; in such cases such number of 
hours may be worked as are required by 
the necessities of the situation, but at the 
end of each calendar month every employer 
shall report to the Administrator through 
the Radio Emergency National Commit- 
tee in such detail as may be required, the 
number of man hours worked in that month 
on account of seasonal or peak demand re- 
quirements, and the ratio which said man 
hours bear to the total number of man 
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hours of labor during said month; and 
Provided, further, that these limitations 

shall not apply in cases of emergency, but 
at the end of each calendar month every 
employer shall report to the Administrator 
through the Radio Emergency National 
Committee hereinafter provided for, in 
such detail as may be required, the number 
of man hours worked in that month for 
emergency reasons and the ratio which 
said emergency man hours bear to the 
total number of man hours of labor during 
said month. 

Section 6: No manufacturer shall sell 
or offer for sale radio products which 
have been made by labor in the factory 
of such manufacturer, receiving less than 
the standard minimum wage rate or more 
than the standard maximum hours of work 
or by labor in the factory of such manu- 
facturer whereby persons under 16 years 
of age shall be employed or permitted to 
work as prescribed herein, except as to 
radio products manufactured or in process 
of manufacture prior to the date when this 
code shall become effective. 

Section 7: To assure the payment of 
such minimum wages and the operation 
under such maximum hours above described 
and such other conditions of employment 
as may be approved or prescribed by the 
President and to effectuate the purposes 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act 
and to avoid further depletion and destruc- 
tion of capital assets, it is deemed necessary 
and essential that each manufacturer be 
enabled to receive for his product a sum 
sufficient to compensate him therefor. and 
to relieve him from oppression of manu- 
facturers of greater capital and the de- 
struction of his business and cause unem- 
ployment by selling for less than the cost 
of production. 

To accomplish these purposes, no manu- 
facturer in the radio manufacturing indus- 
try, subject hereto shall sell any product 
for less than the cost of production as de- 
fined herein or as may be defined in sep- 
arate chapters hereof as to manufacturers 
covered thereby unless exempted under 
such separate chapter. 

Section 8: Each manufacturer may add 
to the cost of production as so defined. 
such amounts or percentages as he may 
deem advisable to constitute the net prices 
or list prices of his products, which prices 
shall be national and applicable whether 
sold within the state where such manu- 
facturer is located or elsewhere, in order 
that the interstate commerce of such man- 
ufacturer shall not be unduly burdened or 
affected by intrastate sales. 

Section 9: In determining such price 
no manufacturer shall discriminate between 
his various types of radio products in allo- 
cating overhead for production, selling, ad- 
vertising and administration. 

Section 10: No manufacturer shall in- 
clude in any transaction other material or 
parts or services or labor at less than 
the regular prevailing price at which the 
party making the sale is at the time accus- 
tomed to sell such other material or parts 
or furnish such services or labor, or by 
granting any rebate or by permitting any 
over -shipments or making any concession 
or by doing anything whatsoever which 
directly or indirectly gives any purchaser 
more favorable terms than permitted here- 
in and no manufacturer shall use any sub- 
sidiary company for such a purpose, the 
effect of which is to sell for less than the 
minimum prescribed herein. 

Section 11: No manufacturer shall di- 
rectly or indirectly give or permit to be 
given or offer to give money or anything 
of value to agents, employees or represent- 
atives of customers or prospective custom- 

ers, or to agents, employees or representa- 
tives of competitors' customers or pros- 
pective customers, as an inducement to in- 
fluence the employees or principals in the 
purchase or contract to purchase or sale 
or contract of sale of radio products cov- 
ered hereunder from the maker of such 
gift or offer or to influence such employees 
or principals to refrain from dealing or 
contracting to deal with competitors. 

Normal use of advertising or sales pro- 
motion materials and ordinary sales ex- 
pense generally applied to all customers 
alike shall not be construed as prohibited 
under this section. 

Section 12 : No manufacturer shall use 
any of the following methods for the pur- 
pose of effecting or concealing price dis- 
crimination or for other purposes: 

(a) Payment, allowance or acceptance of 
secret rebates, commissions, credits or dis- 
counts, whether in the form of money or 
otherwise. 

(b) Understandings to do work or to 
furnish or receive material on terms other 
than those set forth in the contract or or- 
der between the parties. 

(c) Failure to enforce collection in ac- 
cordance with the terms of sale. 

(d) Extend to certain purchasers special 
privileges including discriminating allow- 
ances for repairs. replacements or other 
services not extended to all buyers under 
like terms and conditions. 

(e) Any secret understanding which is 
designed to give any special advantage to 
one customer as against another. 

Section 13: No manufacturer shall: 
(a) Sell or advertise for sale radio pro- 

ducts by any means with the intent to de- 
ceive purchasers or prospective purchasers 
regarding their quality, substance or ser- 
vice feature. 

(b) Mark or brand his radio products 
in any manner for the purpose or with the 
effect of misleading or deceiving purchas- 
ers as to the quality. grade and service 
thereof. 

(c) Make. issue or mail any false in- 
voice to conceal or misrepresent any sale 
or other transaction or any part thereof. 

(d) Imitate or copy the design or trade 
mark of another manufacturer with intent 
to mislead or deceive and thereby secure 
undue benefit or advantage therefrom. 

(e) Alter, deface or remove serial num- 
bers or identification or trade marks on 
any other manufacturer's product. 

(f) Disseminate false or misleading in- 
formation relative to competitors' products, 
sales. prices, reputation, credit or financial 
standing, ability to perform work. or labor 
conditions among competitors' employees. 

(g) Give any information acquired in 
confidence with the intent of giving or re- 
ceiving any unfair advantage in competi- 
tive business transactions. 

(h) Use untruthful, misleading or ex- 
aggerated statements regarding his radio 
products. 

Section 14 : Nothing herein contained 
shall be construed, interpreted or implied 
to authorize, sanction or permit any other 
person, firm, association or corporation to 
fix the net or list price which the manu- 
facturer shall establish for the manufac- 
turer's own products, except that no such 
net or list price or prices shall be made 
by which a manufacturer shall receive a 
net amount less than the cost of production 
if required in the separate chapter of this 
code applicable to such priced product. 

Section 15 : For the purposes of admin- 
istration under this code by the Radio 
Emergency National Committee the radio 
industry or trade shall be divided into 
divisions, which are hereby established as 
follows : 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

1. Radio receiving and television set div- 
ision. 

2. Radio tube division. 
3. Radio parts, cabinets and accessories 

division. 
4. Radio loudspeaker division. 
5. Sound distribution equipment division. 
6. Fixed condenser division. 
Other divisions may be established upon 

application of any group to the Radio 
Emergency National Committee, herein 
created, subject to the approval of such 
Committee. No code for such a new div- 
ision may be adopted without the approval 
of the executive committee of established 
divisions. 

Each division shall designate or establish 
its own administrative agency or agencies. 

Each such division shall be independent 
and self -governing, and shall deal with all 
problems relating exclusively to that div- 
ision. 

Proposals in respect to matters affecting 
more than one division may be initiated by 
any division and shall be submitted for 
consideration to the Radio Emergency Na- 
tional Committee of the radio manufactur- 
ing industry and its determination shall 
he binding upon such division and all other 
divisions affected thereby. 

Section 16: Each of the above divisions 
and any others which may subsequently be 
formed within the radio manufacturing in- 
dustry or the Radio Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation shall set up an executive committee 
for the purpose of administering through 
the Radio Emergency National Committee 
the general provisions of this code and the 
provisions of any chapter of this code 
which covers the operation of such division 
and adhere strictly thereto, hear any just 
complaints, consider proposals for amend- 
ments thereof and exceptions thereto, and 
otherwise to carry out, within the division, 
the purposes of the National Industrial Re- 
covery Act and the provisions of this 
code. 

Section 17: If a division as named above 
shall not agree upon a chapter of this code 
to cover such division to be submitted to 
the President, the Radio Emergency Na- 
tional Committee shall be empowered to 
draw such a code for such division and 
submit the same to the President for ap- 
proval. 

If at any time thereafter, the manufac- 
turers of a division fail to conform to the 
provisions of the code as drawn by them 
or by the Radio Emergency National Com- 
mittee, the Radio Emergency National 
Committee of the radio manufacturing in- 
dustry is hereby empowered to administer 
such code as if such Radio Emergency 
National Committee were the executive 
committee of the division concerned. 

Section 18: (a) Until otherwise deter- 
mined under the provisions hereof, the 
executive committee of the Radio Receiv- 
ing and Television Set Division shall con- 
sist of the persons from time to time con- 
stituting the executive committee of the 
Receiving Set Division of the Radio Manu- 
facturers Association. 

(b) Until otherwise determined under 
the provisions hereof, the executive com- 
mittee of the Radio Tube Division shall 
consist of the persons from time to time 
constituting the Executive Committee of 
the Radio Tube Division of the Radio 
Manufacturers Association. 

(c) Until otherwise determined under 
the provisions hereof, the executive com- 
mittee of the Radio Parts, Cabinets and 
Accessories Division shall consist of the 
persons from time to time constituting the 
executive committee of the Parts. Cabinet 
and Accessory Division of the Radio Man- 
ufacturers Association. 
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(d) Until otherwise determined under 
the provisions hereof the executive com- 
mittee of the Radio Loud Speaker Division 
and the executive committee of the Sound 
Distribution Equipment Division, shall con- 
sist of the persons from time to time con- 
stituting the executive committee of the 
Amplifier and Sound Eauipment Division 
of the Radio Manufacturers Association. 

(e) Until otherwise determined under 
the provisions hereof the executive corn- 
mittee of the Fixed Condenser Division 
shall consist of such persons as shall be 
elected or appointed by a majority of those 
covered by such division. 

Section 19: Each of the above divisions 
and any other divisions which may sub- 
sequently be formed may formulate code 
provisions not inconsistent with the gen- 
eral provisions of this code, applicable to 
the business comprehended by such division, 
to form when approved a separate chapter 
of this code. 

Section 20: The provisions of this code 
and the separate chapters of this code shall, 
upon approval by the President of the 
United States, be binding upon all manu- 
facturers of radio products covered hereby. 

Section 21: Until otherwise determined 
under the provisions hereof, the persons for 
the time being constituting the executive 
committee of the Radio Manufacturers As- 
sociation which shall include the chairman 
of each division of such Association shall 
constitute the Radio Emergency National 
Committee. 

Section 22: The Radio Emergency Na- 
tional Committee shall be the general plan- 
ning and coordinating agency for the in- 
dustry. It shall be empowered by the 
divisions to act for them exclusively in re- 
spect to all matters before the committee 
for consideration and within its jurisdic- 
tion. The committee shall have the powers 
and duties as provided herein, and in ad- 
dition thereto, it shall 

(a) From time to time require such re- 
ports from divisions to certified public 
accountants as in its judgment may be 
necessary for the administration and en- 
forcement of the provisions of this code and 
every manufacturer shall comply by fur- 
nishing such reports promptly when re- 
quested upon which summaries shall be 
furnished to the Committee but not the 
individual reports. 

(b) Upon the complaint of interested 
parties, or upon its own initiative to make 
such inquiry and investigation into the 
operation of the code as may be necessary 
and to make rules and regulations neces- 
sary for the administration and enforce- 
ment of this code. 

(c) Have full power to enforce by ap- 
propriate action any provision of this code. 

The decision of the Radio Emergency 
National Committee as to what is appro- 
priate action shall be conclusive on all 
manufacturers of the radio industry sub- 
ject to this code. 

Section 23: The Radio Emergency Nat- 
ional Committee shall adopt a uniform 
standard cost accounting system or sys- 
tems for the radio manufacturing industry 
subject hereto and for each division there- 
of, recommended by certified public ac- 
countants of recognized standing selected 
by the executive committee of the division 
affected thereby, with the approval of the 
Radio Emergency National Committee. In 
each division for all purposes under this 

code each manufacturer's cost of produc- 
tion shall be established on the basis of 
such uniform system. 

Section 24: Each division may adopt 
fair trade practice rules not inconsistent 
with this code relating to the practices pe- 
culiar to that division, subject to the ap- 
proval of the Radio Emergency National 
Committee. 

Section 25: In order to provide data nec- 
essary for the administration of the Nat- 
ional Industrial Recovery Act, each mem- 
ber of the several divisions of the radio 
manufacturing industry affected thereby 
shall furnish to his division whenever re- 
quested and the Radio Emergency Nat- 
ional Committee shall gather from each 
division statistical information from all 
members of the industry which may in- 
clude: 

(a) Capacity; 
(b) Production, orders and shipments 

during the month ; 

(c) Inventory of finished merchandise on 
hand at the end of the month, including 
merchandise in the hands of distributors; 

(d) Number of persons employed, 
wages, earnings and hours worked; 

(e) Net or list prices in effect at the 
time the report is made for the various 
radio products covered hereby. 

The Radio Emergency National Com- 
mittee shall delegate the collection of this 
data to independent certified public ac- 
countants employed and selected by the 
Radio Manufacturers Association. 

Such certified public accountants shall 
compute the totals and deliver the same 
to the Radio Emergency National Corn- 
mittee but shall not deliver the data re- 
ceived from individual manufacturers 
which shall be kept confidential by the 
accountants. 

Section 26: Any or all of the provisions 
of this code not required by the National 
Industrial Recovery Act to be included 
herein may be amended, modified, cancelled 
or repealed, and new provisions added 
thereto, upon request of any person, firm 
or corporation, subject to the provisions 
hereof, if and when such changes and ad- 
ditions shall have been approved by the 
executive committee of the division affected 
thereby and by the Radio Emergency Na- 
tional Committee and by the President, 
pursuant to Section 10 (b) of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act. 

A study of the trade practices of the 
radio manufacturing industry will be con- 
tinued by the Board of Directors of the 
Radio Manufacturers Association with the 
intention of submitting from time to time 
additions to this code applicable to all em- 
ployers in the radio manufacturing indus- 
try and supplemental codes applicable to 
one or more branches or subdivisions or 
product classifications of the radio manu- 
facturing industry, such supplemental 
codes, however, to conform to and be con- 
sistent with the provisions of this code 
as now constituted or hereafter changed. 

Section 27: Where the costs of ex- 
ecuting contracts entered into in the radio 
manufacturing industry prior to the ap- 
proval of this code by the President are 
increased as a result of the enactment of 
the National Industrial Recovery Act ap- 
propriate adjustments of such contracts 
would be just and equitable. 

The Radio Emergency National Com- 
mittee is hereby designated as an arbitra- 
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tion tribunal to assist in the determination 
of what adjustments would be just and 
equitable in cases where the parties are 
unable to reach such an adjustment, and a 
representative of the National Industrial 
Recovery Administration may sit as a 
member of such arbitration tribunal. 

Section 28: Where any manufacturer 
subject to this code is engaged in manu- 
facturing and selling radio products cov- 
ered by more than one chapter of this 
code, such manufacturer shall be subject to 
the provisions of each such chapter as well 
as the general provisions hereof as to radio 
products covered by such chapter. 

Section 29: Each manufacturer shall be 
bound only to a standard warranty, except 
as to sound distribution equipment, hereby 
adopted as follows : 

Standard Warranty 

The warrants each 
new radio product manufactured by it 
to be free from defective material and 
workmanship and agrees to remedy 
any such defect or to furnish a new 
part in exchange for any part of any 
unit of its manufacture which under 
normal installation, use and service, 
disclosed such defect, provided the 
unit is delivered by the owner to us 
intact for our examination, with all 
transportation charges prepaid to our 
factory, within 90 days from the date 
of sale to the consumer purchaser and 
provided that such examination dis- 
closes, in our judgment, that it is thus 
defective. 

This warranty does not extend to 
any of our radio products which have 
been subjected to misuse, neglect, ac- 
cident, incorrect wiring not our own, 
improper installation or to use in 
violation of instructions furnished by 
us nor extend to units which have been 
repaired or altered outside our factory. 

Any part of a unit approved for 
remedy or exchanged hereunder, will 
be remedied or exchanged without 
charge to the owner. 

This warranty is in lieu of all other 
warranties, expressed or implied and 
no representative or person is 
authorized to assume for us any other 
liability in connection with the sale of 
our radio products. 

Section 30: Any violation of any gen- 
eral provision of this code and any viola- 
tion of any provision of any chapter by 
any manufacturer subject thereto in any 
transaction in and affecting interstate com- 
merce, shall be an unfair method of com- 
petition within the meaning of the Na- 
tional Industrial Recovery Act and sub- 
ject to the penalties and remedies there- 
under, except where such violation is 
caused by the performance of a bona fide 
existing contract in effect prior to the 
adoption of this code where costs have in- 
creased as a result of the enactment of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act. 

Section 31: If any employer of labor in 
the radio manufacturing industry is also 
an employer of labor in any other indus- 
try, the provisions of this code shall apply 
to and affect only that part of his business 
which is included in the radio manufactur- 
ing industry. 
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CHAPTER I. 

Relating to Manufacturers of Radio Receiving and 
Television Sets 

Section 1: In addition to the general provisions of this 
code, each manufacturer of radio receiving and television sets 
shall be subject to the provisions of this Chapter I. 

Section 2: For the purpose of this Chapter I, and of 
Section 7 of the general provisions of the code, "Cost of 
Production" for manufacturers of radio receiving and tele- 
vision sets shall be as defined herein. 

When and as a uniform standard cost accounting system 
has been adopted for the Radio Receiving and Television 
Set Division, as set forth in Section 23 of the general pro- 
visions of this code, each manufacturing member of such 
division shall on the fifteenth of each January, April, July 
and October of each year, forward to the certified public 
accountants, selected by the division under Section 23 of the 
general provisions of this code, their costs as defined by 
such uniform standard cost accounting system. 

The certified public accountants so appointed by the div- 
ision shall classify the costs received by them into household, 
motorcar, and /or such other general classifications as may 
be necessary. They shall further classify the household set 
into AC, AC -DC, DC -110 volts and DC Battery and 32 
volt farm sets, and they shall also classify them by number 
of tubes used. In the case of all sets, excepting motorcar, 
the actual cabinet cost shall not be included. The certified 
public accountants shall then, by dividing the total cost of 
all of each class of receiving sets sold during the preceding 
quarter by the number of such receiving sets so sold, com- 
pute the weighted average cost of production per set for 
each class of chassis (class having reference to the type of 
the set and to the number of tubes used). Such weighted 
average cost shall constitute the minimum chassis cost of 
production for each member of the Radio Receiving and 
Television Set Division for the succeeding three months 
period, such period beginning with the 15th of February, 
May, August and November of each year. 

The word chassis as used herein shall embrace a complete 
chassis with tubes and one speaker but without cabinet. 

In all cases, to the minimum chassis cost of production as 
above described, shall be added the actual cost of the cabinet 
and its shipping container in which the set is sold, and any 
additional equipment, such as more than one loud speaker or 
a phonograph or other additional equipment, the combina- 
tion of these items being the manufacturer's cost of produc- 
tion for a complete radio receiver. 

The uniform standard cost accounting system as adopted 
for the Radio Receiving and Television Set Division of the 
radio industry shall among other provisions contain the fol- 
lowing: 

(a) The cost of direct material and the cost of direct 
labor shall be the actual cost as experienced by the reporting 
manufacturer during the three months period being reported. 

(b) The cost of all other items such as factory overhead, 
engineering overhead, sales, advertising, administration over- 
head and any other expenses involved in the manufacture 
and sale of radio receiving and television sets shall be a 
percentage of the direct labor (or a percentage of the total 
of both direct labor and direct material). This percentage 
shall be the actual percentage ratio between direct labor (or 
the total of both direct labor and direct material) and the 
total factory overhead, engineering overhead, sales, adver- 
tising and administration overhead experienced for the 
previous twelve months prior to the last day of the quarter 
being reported. 

To cover the period prior to the adoption of the uniform 
standard cost accounting system as herein described certified 
public accountants selected by the Executive Committee of 
the Radio Receiving and Television Set Division shall se- 
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cure from radio set manufacturers such past data as shall 
enable the Committee to promulgate temporary costs of pro 
duction for each class of chassis to be effective until the 
uniform standard cost accounting system has established 
costs of production under the procedure heretofore described. 
During this interim period the classes of chassis shall be 
as follows : 

A -C. Household Receiver Chassis 
4 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
5 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
6 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
7 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
8 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
9 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 

10 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
11 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
12 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
13 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 

A- C. -D -C. Household Receiver Chassis 

4 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
5 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
6 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
7 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 

D -C. -I I0 Volt Household Receiver Chassis 

4 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
5 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
6 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
7 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
8 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
9 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 

10 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
11 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 
12 Tube Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without Cabinets. 

Battery Type Farm Receiver Chassis 
5 Tube Chassis with Speaker, Tubes and Batteries, with- 

out Cabinets. 
6 Tube Chassis with Speaker, Tubes and Batteries, with- 

out Cabinets. 
7 Tube Chassis with 

out Cabinets. 
8 Tube Chassis with 

out Cabinets. 
9 Tube Chassis with 

out Cabinets. 
10 Tube Chassis with 

out Cabinets. 

5 Tube 
6 Tube 
7 Tube 
8 Tube 
9 Tube 

10 Tube 

Speaker, Tubes and Batteries, with- 

Speaker, Tubes and Batteries, with- 

Speaker, Tubes and Batteries, with- 

Speaker, Tubes and Batteries, with- 

32 -Volt Farm Receiver Chassis 
Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without 
Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without 
Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without 
Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without 
Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without 
Chassis with Speaker and Tubes, without 

Cabinets. 
Cabinets. 
Cabinets. 
Cabinets. 
Cabinets. 
Cabinets. 

To each of these minimum chassis cost of production is 
to be added actual cost of cabinets to manufacturers for 
"cost of production" when chassis is installed in cabinets 
or when cabinets are delivered for or with chassis whether 
installed therein or not. 

4 Tube 
5 Tube 
6 Tube 
7 Tube 
8 Tube 

Automobile Receiver 
Chassis with Speaker and 
Chassis with Speaker and 
Chassis with Speaker and 
Chassis with Speaker and 
Chassis with Speaker and 

Chassis 
Tubes. 
Tubes. 
Tubes. 
Tubes. 
Tubes. 
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No manufacturer shall sell for money or other considera- 
tion any of such products above mentioned for less than the 
amount established herein or as may hereafter be estab- 
lished with the approval of the President as a part of this 
code. 

When upon reasonable grounds or upon written complaint 
filed with the Radio Emergency National Committee which 
develops a reasonable doubt as to whether a manufacturer 
is selling his product or products at less than the cost of 
production as defined herein, the Radio Emergency National 
Committee on its own motion or upon such written com- 
plaint shall have authority to investigate the books and other 
records involved in the alleged or reported sales below cost 
of production and may cause the books of the manufacturer 
involved to be audited. If such audit should disclose that 
said manufacturer has actually sold his product or products 
below the cost of production as prescribed herein, the Radio 
Emergency National Committee with the approval of the 
Board of Directors of the Radio Manufacturers Association 
shall report the facts and its recommendation to thé National 
Recovery Administration or the United States District At- 
torney of the district wherein the involved defendant is a 
resident or such other government agency as may best serve 
the purpose and deal effectively to attain the observation of 
the National Industrial Recovery Act and the radio manu- 
facturing industry code as approved by the President of the 
United States. 

Section 3: "Dropped" lines or surplus stocks, sometimes 
designated as "close- outs" of inventories which must be con- 
verted into cash for immediate needs may be sold for such 
prices as are necessary to move the merchandise into buyers' 
hands, but all such stocks must first be reported to the 
Executive Committee of the Radio Receiving and Television 
Set Division and such sale may be made only if approved 
by such Executive Committee. 

Section 4: Each manufacturer shall be permitted without 
restraint or restriction whatsoever, to determine the amount 
and character of the radio products which he produces. 

Section 5: (a) Each manufacturer shall after making his 
own provisions for manufacturing profit establish a national 
list price for his radio products whether sold within the state 
where such manufacturer is located or elsewhere in order 
that the interstate commerce of such manufacturer shall not 
be unduly burdened or affected by intrastate sales. 

The national list prices so established and any and all 
changes from such list prices shall be published in circulars, 
bulletins, or trade publications and a copy thereof shall be 
mailed to the Radio Emergency National Committee. 

(b) Each manufacturer shall also establish national dis- 
counts on classifications of the trade made by him, which 
discounts if a Uniform Standard Manufacturer -Distributor 
Agreement and /or a Uni form Standard Distributor -Dealer 
Agreement and /or a Uniform Standard -Manufacturer -Dealer 
Agreement is approved by the President shall conform 
thereto. 

On and after the approval of this code the manufacturer's 
price to distributors or dealers shall absorb a freight allow- 
ance at the car load rate from the factory of the manufacturer 
to the city in which his distributor is located (where the 
manufacturer sells through distributors) or in which his 
dealer is located (where the manufacturer sells direct to 
dealers). 

Section 6: For the purpose of classifying the trade, "dis- 
tributors" shall be limited to persons, firms or corporations 
who maintain adequate warehouse stocks and a proper sell- 
ing organization for selling direct to dealers and who act- 
ually sell broadly to dealers. 

Section 7: Advertising and /or sales promotion allowances 
to dealers if given, shall not exceed in the aggregate three 
per cent (3%) of the net selling price. Discount allowances 
to dealers, based on total annual volume of purchases under 
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uniform standard agreements, if given, shall not exceed an 
additional five per cent (5 %) of the net selling price to 
dealers whose annual volume of purchases exceeds $25,000, 
nor ten per cent (10 %) of the net selling price to dealers 
whose annual volume of purchases exceeds $100,000. Such 
allowances may be shared, but not duplicated, by the manu- 
facturer and the distributor. 

Section 8: Each manufacturer, if a Uniform Standard 
Manufacturer -Distributor Agreement and/or a Uniform 
Standard Distributor -Dealer Agreement and /or a Uniform 
Standard Manufacturer -Dealer Agreement for the radio 
manufacturing industry subject hereto, shall be approved 
by the President of the United States, shall use such con- 
tracts exclusively as the basis of his dealings with his Dis- 
tributors and /or Dealers in order to effectuate the purposes 
and policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act. 

Subject to the approval of the President, a uniform 
Standard Manufacturer -Distributor Agreement and a Uni- 
form Standard Distributor -Dealer Agreement and a Uni- 
form Standard Manufacturer -Dealer Agreement is hereby 
adopted, which agreements are annexed hereto and marked 
Exhibits "A," "B" and "C" respectively. 

Section 9: Nothing in this chapter shall apply to radio 
receiving and /or television sets sold for export and actually 
exported and retained in foreign countries. 

CHAPTER II. 

Relating to Manufacturers of Radio Tubes 

Section 1: In addition to the general provisions of the 
code each manufacturer of radio tubes shall be subject to 
the provisions of this Chapter II except as to cost of pro- 
duction provisions which shall not be applicable unless and 
except as embodied in this chapter. 

Section 2: The term "radio tube manufacturing industry" 
as used herein is defined to mean the manufacture for sale 
of electronic tubes or valves. The term "person" as used 
herein shall include natural persons, partnerships, associa- 
tions and corporations. The term "employer" as used herein 
shall include every person promoting, or actively engaged 
in, the manufacture for sale of the products of the radio 
tube manufacturing industry as herein defined. 

Section 3: Until otherwise determined under the provi- 
sions hereof, the executive committee of the Radio Tube 
Division shall consist of the persons from time to time con- 
stituting the executive committee of the Tube Division of the 
Radio Manufacturers Association for administering, super- 
vising and promoting the performance of the provisions of 
this chapter by the members of the radio tube manufacturing 
industry. 

For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act and complying with the 
spirit thereof every employer in the radio tube manufacturing 
industry shall prepare and furnish to the executive commit- 
tee not less than once in each year an earnings statement 
and balance sheet in a form approved by the Executive 
Committee or acceptable to any recognized stock exchange. 

With a view to keeping the President of the United States 
and the Administrator informed as to the observance or non- 
observance of this chapter, and as to whether the radio tube 
manufacturing industry is taking appropriate steps to effect- 
uate in all respects the declared policy of the National In- 
dustrial Recovery Act, each employer shall prepare and file 
with such person or organization as the Executive Com- 
mittee may designate and at such times and in such manner 
as may be prescribed statistics of plant capacity, volume of 
production, volume of sales in units and dollars, orders re- 
ceived, unfilled orders, stocks on hand, inventory, both raw 
and finished, number of persons employed, wage rates, earn- 
ings, hours of work, and such other data or information as 
the Executive Committee may from time to time require. 
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Section 4: Except as otherwise provided in the National 
Industrial Recovery Act, all statistical data filed in accord- 
ance with the provisions of Section 3 shall be confidential 
and the data of one employer shall not be revealed to any 
other employer except that for the purpose of administering 
or enforcing the provisions of this Chapter, the Executive 
Committee, by their duly authorized representatives, shall 
have access to any and all statistical data that may be fur- 
nished in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter. 

Section 5: Every employer shall use an accounting sys- 
tem which conforms to the principles of and is at least as 
detailed and complete as a uniform and standard method of 
accounting to be formulated or approved by the Executive 
Committee, and a costing system which conforms to the 
principles of and is at least as detailed and complete as a 
standard and uniform method of costing to be formulated or 
approved by the Executive Committee, with such variations 
therefrom as may be required by the individual conditions 
affecting any employer or group of employers and as may 
be approved by the Executive Committee of and made sup- 
plements to the said manual of accounting or method of 
costing. 

Section 6: No employer shall sell or exchange any 
product of his manufacture at a price or upon such terms or 
conditions that will result in the customer paying for the 
goods received less than the cost to the seller, determined 
in accordance with the uniform and standard method of cost- 
ing hereinabove prescribed, provided, however, that dropped 
lines, seconds, or inventories which must be converted into 
cash to meet emergency needs may be disposed of in such 
manner and on such ternis and conditions as the Executive 
Committee may approve and as are necessary to move such 
product into buyers' hands, and provided further that selling 
below cost in order to meet existing competition on products 
of equivalent design, character, equality or specifications 
shall not be deemed a violation of this section if provision 
therefor is made in supplements hereafter prepared and 
approved. 

Section 7: If the Executive Committee determines that 
with respect to any product or products of the radio tube 
manufacturing industry it has been the generally recognized 
practice to sell a specified product on the basis of printed 
net price lists, or price lists with discount sheets, and fixed 
terms of payment which are distributed to the trade, each 
manufacturer of such product shall within ten (10) days 
after notice of such determination file with the Executive 
Committee a net price list or a price list and discount sheet 
as the case may be, individually prepared by him, showing 
his current prices, or prices and discounts, and terms of 
payment, and the Executive Committee shall immediately 
send copies thereof to all known manufacturers of such 
specified product. Revised price lists, with or without dis- 
count sheets, may be filed from time to time thereafter with 
the Executive Committee by any manufacturer of such 
product, to become effective upon the date specified therein, 
but such revised price lists and discount sheets shall be filed 
with the Executive Committee ten days in advance of the 
effective date, unless the supervisory agency shall authorize 
a shorter period. Copies of revised price lists and discount 
sheets, with notice of the effective date specified, shall be 
immediately sent to all known manufacturers of such product, 
who thereupon may file, if they so desire, revisions of 
their price lists and /or discount sheets, which shall become 
effective upon the date when the revised price list or dis- 
count sheet first filed shall go into effect. 

No employer shall sell directly or indirectly by any means 
whatsoever, any product of the radio tube industry covered 
by the provisions of this Chapter at a price lower or at dis- 
counts greater or on more favorable terms of payment than 
those provided in his current net price lists or price lists 
and discount sheets. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

For a period of one year from the date of the adoption 
of this Chapter no new radio receiving tubes will be intro- 
duced, except for experimental purposes, by the radio tube 
industry without the approval of the Executive Committee. 

Section 8: If formal complaint is made to the Executive 
Committee that the provisions of this Chapter have been 
violated by any employer, the Executive Committee shall 
investigate the facts and to that end may cause such exami- 
nation or audit to be made as may he deemed necessary. 

CHAPTER III. 

Relating to Manufacturers of Parts, Cabinets and Ac- 
cessories for Radio Receiving and Television Sets, 

Except Fixed Condensers 

Section 1: In addition to the general provisions of this 
code, each manufacturer of parts, cabinets and accessories 
except fixed condensers for radio receiving and /or television 
sets, shall be subject to the provisions of this Chapter III. 
except as to cost of production provisions which shall not 
be applicable unless and except as embodied in this Chapter. 

Section 2: For the purpose of this Chapter III and of 
Section 7 of the general provisions of the code "cost of 
production" for manufacturers of parts, cabinets and acces- 
sories except fixed condensers for radio receiving and /or 
television sets shall be as defined herein. 

Section 3: For the purposes of this Chapter, parts, cabi- 
nets and accessories are classified as follows: 

1. Audio and Power Coils and Wire. 
2. Cabinets. 
3. Variable Condensers. 
4. Fixed Carbon Resistors. 
5. Wire Wound Resistors. 
6. Variable Resistors. 
7. Sockets. 
8. Instruments, Dials and Miscellaneous Parts. 
9. Transformers and Chokes. 
When a uniform standard cost accounting system has 

been adopted for the Parts, Cabinets and Accessories Divi- 
sion as set forth in Section 23 of the general provisions of 
this code, each manufacturing member of the division shall 
forthwith on the adoption of such system and thereafter on 
the 15th of each January, April, July and October of each 
year, forward to the certified public accountants selected 
by the division, their total costs as defined by such uniform 
standard cost accounting system. 

The certified public accountants so appointed by the div- 
ision shall classify the costs received by them into such 
general classifications as may be necessary. 

The certified public accountants shall then compute an 
average total cost for all such products by classification and 
such average cost shall constitute the minimum cost of pro- 
duction as to each item so classified for each member of 
the Parts, Cabinets and Accessories Division for the suc- 
ceeding three months' period, such period beginning with 
the 15th of February, May, August and November of each 
year. 

Where standard or uniform systems of accounting are 
required under patent licenses, the licensors and licensees 
under such patents may use such accounting system in place 
of the accounting system provided for herein. 

Inasmuch as complete data is not available upon which 
to determine cost of production and pending the determina- 
tion of the certified public accountants, no cost of produc- 
tion as used in this code shall be established for the mem- 
bers of this division in the meantime. 

Section 4: Each manufacturer shall be permitted without 
restraint or restriction whatsoever, to determine the amount 
and character of the radio products which he produces. 

Section 5: So far as possible, after the adoption of this 
code and the determination of cost of production by certified 

4- 
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public accountants, each manufacturer shall, after making 
his own provisions for manufacturing profit, establish a 
national list or net price for his radio products, whether sold 
within the state where such manufacturer is located or 
elsewhere, in order that the interstate commerce of such 
manufacturers shall not be unduly burdened or affected by 
intrastate sales. 

Section 6: No manufacturer shall claim or assert or at- 
tempt to recover damages against another manufacturer for 
delays or for failure to fill purchase orders for any cause 
resulting from strikes, fire, accidents or other causes beyond 
the control of such other manufacturer. 

Section 7: Beginning with the approval of this code by 
the President, terms of payment on radio products of this 
division shall not exceed 2 per cent cash discount for pay- 
ment in 10 days or 30 clays net, except in special cases 
where 2 per cent cash discount may be allowed on invoices 
dated from the 1st to the 15th of the month if paid on the 
25th of the same month and invoices from the 16th to the 
31st of the month if paid on the 10th of the following 
month. 

Section 8: No manufacturer shall permit any deductions 
from amounts due him on account of merchandise returned 
or allowance claimed for the purpose of price discrimination 
nor until after he has issued proper credit memorandum 
therefor. 

Section 9: No manufacturer subject hereto shall make 
quantity contracts with buyers without obligation to take de- 
livery of all quantities purchased for the purpose of making 
a special price nor shall any manufacturer make such quan- 
tity reduction as shall bring the net amount to such manu- 
facturer less than the cost of production when and as es- 
tablished herein. 

Section 10: "Dropped lines" or surplus stocks, sometimes 
designated as "Inventory close- outs," which must be con- 
verted into cash for immediate needs, may be sold for such 
prices as are necessary to move the merchandise into buyers' 
hands but all such stocks must first be reported to the execu- 
tive committee of the Parts, Cabinets and Accessories Div- 
ision and such sale may be made only if approved by such 
executive committee. 

Section 11: No manufacturer shall furnish any free sam- 
ple or samples of merchandise of a value in excess of five 
dollars. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Relating to Manufacturers of Radio Loudspeakers 

Section 1: In addition to the general provisions of this 
code, each manufacturer of radio loudspeakers shall be sub- 
ject to the provisions of this Chapter IV, except as to cost 
of production provisions which shall not he applicable un- 
less and except as embodied in this Chapter. 

Section 2: Each manufacturer shall be permitted without 
restraint or restriction whatsoever, to determine the amount 
and character of the radio products which he produces. 
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Section 3: Beginning with the approval of this code by 
the President, terms of payment on radio products of this 
division shall not exceed 2 per cent cash discount for pay- 
ment in 10 days or 30 clays net, except in special casewhere 
2 per cent cash discount may be allowed on invoices dated 
from the 1st to the 15th of the month if paid on the 25th 
of the same month and invoices from the 16th to the 31st 
of the month if paid on the 10th of the following month. 

Section 4: No manufacturer shall permit any deductions 
from amounts due him on account of merchandise returned 
or allowance claimed for the purpose of price discrimina- 
tion nor until after he has issued proper credit memorandum 
therefor. 

CHAPTER V. 

Relating to Manufacturers of Sound Distribution 
Equipment 

Section 1: In addition to the general provisions of this 
code, each manufacturer of sound distribution equipment 
shall be subject to the provisions of this Chapter V, except 
as to cost of production provisions which shall not be ap- 
plicable unless and except as embodied in this Chapter. 

Section 2: For the purpose of this Chapter V and of Sec- 
tion 7 of the general provisions of the code, "cost of pro- 
duction" for manufacturers of sound distribution equip- 
ment shall be as défined herein. 

Section 3: When a uniform standard cost accounting 
system has been adopted for the Sound Distribution Equip- 
ment Division as set forth in Section 23 of the general pro- 
visions of this code, the cost of production of each manufac- 
turing member of the division shall constitute the minimum 
cost of production as to each item classified by the certified 
public accountants for each member of the Sound Distribu- 
tion Division. 

Inasmuch as complete data is not available upon which 
to determine cost of production pending the determination 
of the certified public accountants, no cost of production as 
used in this code shall be established for the members of 
this division in the meantime. 

Section 4: Each manufacturer shall be permitted without 
restraint or restriction whatsoever to determine the amount 
and character of the sound distribution equipment which he 
produces. 

Section 5: After the adoption of the uniform cost ac- 
counting system by certified public accountants, each manu- 
facturer shall, after making his own provisions for manu- 
facturing profit, establish a national list or net price for his 
radio products, whether sold within the state where such 
manufacturer is located or elsewhere, in order that the in- 
terstate commerce of such manufacturer shall not be unduly 
burdened or affected by intrastate sales. 

CHAPTER VI 

Relating to Manufacturers of Fixed Condensers 
\[rri:: To be submitted before hearing of administrator. 

I. R. S. M. "Rebuild Prosperity" Convention 
PLANS for the "Rebuild Prosperity" Con- 

vention of the Institute of Radio Service 
'Men, to be held at the Hotel Pennsylva- 
nia in New York City, October 2 to 4, 
are under way, according to an announce- 
ment received from the general headquar- 
ters office of the Institute in Chicago. 

The three -day meeting, the first to be 
held on the east coast, will combine an 
exposition with the technical sessions, the 

displays being arranged in the Roof Gar 
den which connects with the Salle Moderne 
where most of the technical meetings will 
he held. 

The remarkable success of the first con- 
vention of the Institute held in Chicago 
last winter, at which time 52 exhibitors 
occupied the 62 booths that comprised the 
entire amount of space available, and which 
was attended by service men from all parts 
of the country, will, no doubt, have an 

important influence upon the forthcoming 
meeting. 

The general office of the Institute has 
already received word from members in 
Boston, Albany, Rochester, Washington, 
and other centers that they expect to at- 
tend the New York convention, and a few 
of the members of the headquarters sec- 
tion, cognizant of the results of the Chi- 
cago convention are also making plans to 
be on hand during those three days. 
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A REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENTS IN 
BROADCAST RECEIVERS OF 1933 

(Concluded from page 7) 
tios than 175. It will probably be more emphasized next 
year. 

De luxe midgets in the same cigar -box size cabinets 
appeared. The many who had confidently predicted the 
growth of the smaller sets back into the regular midget 
are still predicting the same metamorphosis. The six 
tube de luxe set still stays in the miniature midget size 
and is a modern receiver containing avc, undelayed, tone 
control, police band reception and tuning novelties. The 
"de luxe" feature, however, is usually in the cabinet. 

Regular a -c. sets with transformers were also built 
into the miniature cabinets. The advantages of these re- 
ceivers lay in the greater output obtainable with the 
higher voltages. The output when the 43 is used, is 
however, limited by the plate dissipation and grid emis- 
sion of the tube so that the maximum plate voltage can- 
not be greatly in excess of that usually obtainable in 
a- c. -d -c. sets. 

The close of the season saw some interesting novelties 
in the form of the midget receivers being used either as 
complete sets or as remote controls for larger sized 
speakers mounted in man -sized baffles across the room. 
The sets and speaker units may be bought separately. 
One manufacturer uses voltage quadrupling with two 
25Z5's to supply the output tubes which drive the sepa- 
rate loudspeaker. This combination seems a real novelty 
that may prove interesting. Work is also being done to 
devise external means to go with the miniature midgets 
that have sold so as to make remote control combinations 
similar to the above. 

AUDIO SYSTEM WITH THE NEW 
2B6 TUBE 

(Concluded from page 12) 

two voltages. For example, with 35 peak volts on the 
input circuit, the peak voltage developed across Ro is ap- 
proximately 21 volts. The a -c voltage difference is 14 
volts, but the d -c voltage difference is 24 volts which is 
more than sufficient to prevent grid current. The volt - 

G ea 
age across Ro - where the gain, G, is the actual 

G + 1 

amplification when degeneration is not present -that is. 
N Zo 

G = . Therefore, this unrestricted degenera- 
Zo + rp 

tion makes the voltage transfer of the input section less 
than unity. If the signal is isolated from ground and 
coupled by a suitable cathode input condenser so that 
the signal is impressed between grid and cathode rather 
than grid to ground, degeneration is suppressed. Higher 
sensitivity is realized as only 10 volts are required for 
full power, although the harmonic content is somewhat 
higher. This high gain connection may be advantageous 
in small receivers where the speaker or cabinet design 
are responsible for certain quality limitations rather 
than the tube. 

The components required in the circuit are few in 
number, but the usual by -pass condenser used in single 
tube operation represents an appreciable expense. The 
circuit in Fig. 5 has been devised for its elimination. 
The frequency characteristic is slightly better than that 

obtained from the circuit in Fig. 1 when the same 
power pack and filter was used in both tests, even though 
the by -pass condenser was increased to 50 mfd. The 
inherent hum of the 2B6 is so low that the slightly 
higher level introduced by the circuit in Fig. 5 is still 
a negligible factor. This particular filter arrangement 
has another interesting feature. The efficiency is im- 
proved as the voltage output is approximately 6 per 
cent higher. 

There are several other practical features that should 
be mentioned. The 2B6 is absolutely stable as the cir- 
cuit functions are free of regeneration and since no re- 
action exists in the coupling of the two sections, there 
is no phase displacement. The steady state power con- 
sumed by the tube is in excess of that taken under 
maximum excitation. Therefore, no complications are 
required in the power pack, so its design principles may 
be the same as used with any Class A system. A high 
d -c. resistance may be used in the input grid circuit as 
the transconductance of this section is relatively low, 
besides its physical size helps to minimize residual grid 
leakage or gas current. 

In conclusion, the writer wishes to express his ap- 
preciation for the assistance of Messrs. J. I. Glauber and 
A. G. Campbell who collaborated in the solution of 
many of the probems encountered. 

REFERENCES 
(1) Frank Massa -Proc. 1. R. E. p. 682, May, 1933. 
(2) Charles F. Stromeyer -Proc. I. R. E. p. 1163, 

July, 1932. 
(3) A number of investigations have shown this. More - 

croft mentions same on p. 960, 2nd Ed.- "Principles "f 
Radio Communication." 

STABILITY PROBLEMS OF TUNED R -F 

AND SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS 
(Concluded from page 6) 

recognize either of the two types of instability by the 
symptoms. 

Electrostatic feedback in the case of a tuned r -f. 
amplifier almost always makes the set oscillate at the 
high frequency end of the tuning range, the severity of 
the feedback determining over how much of the tuning 
range that oscillation will take place. If electrostatic 
feedback is the cause of oscillation, one can very often 
locate it and reduce it or cure it, by placing shields be- 
tween various leads and parts of the circuit at different 
r -f. potentials. This way, one can soon determine which 
shields are important and which are not. 

Electromagnetic feedback in the case of a tuned r -f. 
amplifier may make the set oscillate badly at almost any 
part of the dial, although it more often takes place 
anywhere from the middle of the frequency range down 
to the lowest frequency. The causes of electromagnetic 
feedback are harder to locate, and hence, to cure. The 
best way to start running down the condition of electro- 
magnetic coupling through common leads, is by touching 
a small .1 mfd. capacity condenser from various points 
in the circuit to ground and noting whether the stability 
is improved in each case. Where improvement is 
shown, then further filtering by use of a choke and by- 
pass together, will often clear up the instability en- 
tirely. In many cases, the search for causes of in- 
stability is more of a cut and try proposition, and 
previous experience alone, is often the main factor in 
clearing up these difficulties. 
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SYLVANIA BULLETINS 

The Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, of 
Emporium, Pa., has just released a bulletin 
covering "Tubes for the Auto Receiver." 
This is a revision of former editions, list- 
ing practically every model manufactured 
with the proper complement of tubes for 
each. 

Copies may be obtained by letterhead 
requests to the Hygrade Sylvania Corpo- 
ration, Emporium, Pa. 

The Electronics Department at Clifton, 
N. J., has also released a new Sylvania 
characteristic sheet for transmitting tubes, 
copies of which are now available. 

ACHESON SALARIES INCREASED 

The Acheson Oildag Company, Port 
Huron, Mich., has announced an advance 
of 5 per cent in salaries to all employees 
of the company. This action is particu- 
larly interesting as the salaries of the em- 
ployees throughout the depression years 
have never been reduced below the 1929 
level; and this in spite of a 10 per cent cut 
effected in 1932. 

As the scale of wages and salaries was 
well above the NRA blanket code require- 
ments originally, "the 5 per cent increase 
merely denotes a desire on the manage- 
ment's part to restore to its employees as 
soon as possible the full 10 per cent," says 
H. A. Acheson, president of the company. 

SOLAR BOOKLET 
The Solar Mfg. Co., 599 -601 Broadway, 

New York City, has just released a 44- 
page booklet, cataloging and describing 
their line of wet and dry electrolytic con- 
densers, paper condensers and mica con- 
densers. 

Letterhead requests directed to Solar 
will bring copies of this new booklet. 

NEW FEDERAL CATALOG 
The Federal Telegraph Company, 200 

Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark, N. J., has 
recently released an attractive catalog cov- 
ering their line of transmitting tubes. The 
catalog contains a large number of char- 
acteristic curves and other interesting ma- 
terial. Copies can be secured by letterhead 
requests to the Federal Company. 

WESTINGHOUSE INSTRUMENT 
TRANSFORMERS 

A complete story of Westinghouse in- 
strument transformers has recently been 
published by the Westinghouse Electric 
and Manufacturing Company in a 64 -page 
catalog entitled Westinghouse Instrument 
Transformers. Technical information, 
ratio and phase angle curves, descriptive 
information and prices are included in this 
publication. Copies may be obtained from 
the company's nearest district office or 
direct from the advertising department, 
East Pittsburgh, Penna. 

GENERAL PLASTICS 
H. S. Spencer, advertising manager of 

General Plastics, Inc., North Tonawanda. 
N. Y., announces that a patent has been 
issued to Harry M. Dent, president of the 
company on a process of gluing wood ve- 
neers with an emulsion of synthetic resin 
to produce a compound lumber of greatly 
increased strength. 

General Plastics, Inc., are well known 
as moulders of Durez, the moulding com- 
pound that is widely used in the manufac- 
ture of radio tube bases, sockets, midget 
set cabinets and knobs. 

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TYPE TUBES 
SLACKENS 

S. W. Muldowny, chairman of the tube 
committee of the RMA and chairman of 
the board of National Union Radio Cor- 
poration, stated in an interview recently 
that development of new types of tubes 
which set such a furious pace during the 
past year has definitely slowed down. 

"I am sure this slackening in the pro- 
duction of new tube types will be good 
news to the entire radio trade," said Mul- 
downy. "It is an indisputable fact that 
the development of new types of tubes, 
particularly those designed for special 
adaptations and dual purposes has had a 
great deal to do with the remarkable 
progress made in radio during the past 
year. This fact is self- evident in the ex- 
pansion of new markets such as a- c. -d-c. 
compacts and automotive radio. Never- 
theless, the introduction of so many types 
in such a short period of time not only 
put a severe strain on the tube manufac- 

S. W. >[CiAOWNY 

turer but worked great hardship on the 
trade. 

"As chairman of the tube committee of 
the RMA, I am happy to announce that 
no new types are contemplated at present, 
and general opinion among leaders of the 
industry indicates that no need will appear 
in the immediate future for a type of tube 
which is not already in production." 

AUSTRALIAN RADIO EXECUTIVE 
VISITS U. S. 

Charles E. Forrest, managing director 
of International Radio Company, Ltd., of 
Sydney, N. S. W., Melbourne and Victo- 
ria, Australia and Auckland, New Zealand, 
invaded the United States early in July on 
a tour of inspection. 

Caught in one of his serious moments, 
information was elicited that Mr. Forrest's 
Australian business in Jensen speakers, 
Sprague condensers, Ohiohm resistors and 
National Union radio tubes is booming. 

Mr. Forrest explained that his American 
products were sold directly to makers of 
foreign receivers in addition to distribu- 
tors and the regular retail trade, and at- 
tributes the success of his house to the 
consistent high quality of American-made 
radio parts in competition with foreign 
products. 

GOAT REPRESENTATIVES 

Goat Radio Tube Parts, Inc., of Brook- 
lyn, N. Y., who have recently introduced 
a new outer tube -shield, announce the ap- 
pointment of two representatives handling 
this new item : 

R. C. Veale, 125 Church Street, New 
York, N. Y., is representing them in the 
metropolitan area, and Fred Garner, of 
43 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill., is cov- 
ering the Chicago territory. 

REDUCES PRICES OF CRYSTALS 
Scientific Radio Service, crystal special- 

ists, of 124 Jackson Ave., Hyattsville, 
Maryland, have announced a general re- 
duction in prices on their comprehensive 
crystal line. Scientific radio crystals have 
been for years standard equipment for 
broadcasting stations throughout the world. 

RADIO PROSPERITY WEEK 
The Radio Prosperity Campaign is pro- 

gressing rapidly. Already in 65 cities out 
of the 143 radio distributing points com- 
mittees are in process of organizing local 
campaigns to cash in on the program. 
Among these are Portland, Maine, Boston, 
Hartford, Rochester, New York, Philadel- 
phia, Baltimore, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleve- 
land, Detroit, Cincinnati, Chicago, Mil- 
waukee, Minneapolis, Duluth, St. Louis, 
Kansas City, Salt Lake, San Francisco, 
New Orleans. In each case the local or- 
ganization will plan not only for that city 
but for those neighboring communities that 
are served from that town. In other words. 
the country will be organized by the 
natural trading areas as they are covered 
in distributing radio merchandise. 
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AUTO RADIO FOR HUDSON AND ESSEX 

Holding practically all hill- climbing rec- 
ords, and a wide range of cross- country 
and speed marks, the Essex Terraplane 
has taken a new step forward in the auto- 
mobile industry. 

For the first time in the history of auto- 
mobile manufacture, the Terraplane Six 
and Eight new De Luxe Models will ap- 
pear on the market with radio as standard 
equipment, the Grigsby -Grunow Company, 
makers of Majestic radios, have announced. 

While all Hudson and Essex cars, as 
well as many other makes of cars, are 
wired for radio, installation of complete 
radios as standard equipment is a new 
feature in the motor industry. 

It is the first time in history that a 
motor -car producer has attempted to make 
radio installation "on the line" in the 
motor -car factory a regular process in 
turning out motor -cars. 

While wiring for radio requires little 
extra effort on the part of the automobile 
manufacturer, complete installation of 
radios and standard equipment, including 
the tuning and adjusting of radios, de- 
manded new processes in the line assembly 
of motor -cars. 

The radio equipment will be included 
in he quoted price of the Terraplane, 

O. B. Detroit. 

NICHROME 
The Driver -Harris Company, of Harri- 

son, N. J., has released a booklet cover- 
ing Nichrome and other metals and alloys 
of their manufacture. The booklet deals 
with the applications of the various Driver- 
Har i products. 

ailing charge of 25 cents a copy is 

/ g made. 

PRECISE CERAMIC PRODUCTION NOW 
MATCHES RADIO REQUIREMENTS 

The increasingly critical requirements of 
the radio art and industry with regard to 
dielectric, thermal, chemical and mechan- 
ical characteristics of tube components in 
particular are being matched by the cera- 
mic specialist with utmost precision and 
control of all factors involved, according 
to the president of Henry L. Crowley & 
Company, West Orange, N. J. 

"The critical radio requirements of to- 
day can be met only by exercising a de- 
gree of chemical and production control 
never dreamed of before by the ceramic 
manufacturer," states Mr. Crowley. "In 
our own experience we have found it im- 
perative to go all the way back to the 
sources of raw materials so as to exercise 
rigid chemical control from the very start 
of the long and widely diversified produc- 
tion process. In fact, I believe we are the 
only ceramic manufacturers making our 
own ingredients. We buy the raw mate- 
rials which are as pure and satisfactory 
as can be had on the open market, yet we 
break them down, remove the slight but 
vital impurities, filter and otherwise reduce 
such materials to their desired components, 
and then reconstruct the compounds under 
chemical control for maximum purity. 

"Much new equipment has been in- 
stalled in our plant for the various chemi- 
cal processes, quite in addition to the 
fabrication machinery including extrusion 
and forming presses, cutting wheels, drill 
presses and lathes. 

"This branch of the ceramic industry - 
an industry as old as civilization itself, by 
the way -has gone to entirely new stand- 
ards of precision as the result of the de- 
mands of the radio art and industry, which 
we have had to meet." 

WESTINGHOUSE GRANTED BASIC 
PATENTS ON A -C. TUBES 

Westinghouse has been granted two 
basic patents on a -c. tubes. 

These patents are No. 1,909,051 to Free- 
man and Wade, relating to the indirectly - 
heated cathode a -c. tube and No. 1,911,024 
to Kimmel and Sutherlin, relating to the 
directly- heated cathode a -c. tube. The 

LEE SUTHERLIN 

Radio Corporation of America is now 
manufacturing these tubes under a license 
from Westinghouse. 

It was the development of these two 
types of a -c. tubes by the Westinghouse re- 
search laboratories which made possible 
the change from battery- operated to a -c. 
receivers. 

Of the four engineers involved in these 
patents, only Lee Sutherlin remains with 
Westinghouse. Freeman and Kimmel have 
died and Wade has left Westinghouse in 
the years that have passed since the patent 
applications were filed in Washington, in 
1921 and 1926, on the patents recently 
granted by the Patent Office. 

NEW G. E. PHOTOTUBE 
A new vacuum -type photoelectric tube 

has been announced by the General Elec- 
tric Company. Designated as Type FJ- 
114, it is made in an automobile headlamp 
bulb and is fitted with the standard single - 
contact bayonet -type base, so that it is 
more easily mounted in crowded loca- 
tions. 

Vacuum -type phototubes are usually 
characterized by greater stability, and 
gaseous tubes by higher sensitivity. The 
new tube has about the same sensitivity 
as the usual gas tube and the stability of 
the usual vacuum phototube. 

The activation process which produces 
high sensitivity is also responsible for an 
unusual increase of the infra -red sensi- 
tivity. Its limit extends so low that the 
tube responds to the heat from a body that 
is not even glowing in the dark (a wave 
length beyond 12,000 Angstroms, or a tem- 
perature of about 500° C. or 900° F.) 
With an automobile headlamp as the light 
source (2600° C., or 4700° F.) the new 
tubes give a five or six per cent response 
through a heat -transmitting filter ; usual 
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phototubes have a response of about 0.5 
per cent. 

An interesting detail of construction of 
the new tube is the method of joining the 
caesiated silver coating of the bulb (the 
cathode) to the contact in the base. A 
piece of 3 -mil spring material fastened to 
the contact post presses a piece of platinum 
foil, a half mil thick and welded to the 
tip of the spring, so that it is held against 
the glass bulb. This platinum foil is fused 
to the glass, which has the same coefficient 
of expansion, by the tip of a flame applied 
to the outside of the bulb. Then, when 
the bulb has been coated with its mirror - 
like. light- sensitive, caesiated silver film, 
the connection is complete. 

SYLVANIA GRAPHITE ANODE TUBES 
An innovation in transmitting tube struc- 

ture is the graphite anode which is used 
in all Sylvania intermediate and high - 
powered air -cooled transmitting tubes. 
The graphite anode adds the following 
major advantages: 

1. High plate dissipation without over- 
heating. This is a direct result of the 
high thermal emissivity of graphite. 

2. Lower operating temperature at the 
anode. This results in a lower operating 
temperature of the other electrodes, thereby 
preventing secondary and primary emis- 
,ion from the grid. - 

3. Uniformity of characteristics. The 
physical properties of graphite permit exact 
processing. Graphite does not warp under 
high temperatures and the mechanical di- 
mensions of the anode remain constant. 
Proper relation between tube elements re- 
tained in this manner preserve the normal 
electrical charactristics of the tube. 

4. Long life. Comparative freedom from 
gas is another important effect of the 
graphite anode and the high vacuum ob- 
tainable results in longer tube life. 

A process developed in the laboratory 
of Hygrade Sylvania Corporation permits 
the treatment of carbon in such a manner 
that it is reduced to pure graphite with 
all amorphous carbon and other impurities 
removed. 

STATEMENT BY E. A. NICHOLAS, VICE - 
PRESIDENT, RCA VICTOR 

Due to expanding business of recent 
months and the need for greater special- 
ization in the merchandising of our various 
products, the following important organ- 
ization changes have been made: 

M. F. Burns, formerly division sales 
manager at Chicago, Illinois, for RCA 
Radiotron Company, Inc., and E. T. Cun- 
ningham, Inc., has been appointed mer- 
chandising manager of the RCA Victor 
Company, Inc., with headquarters at Cam- 
den, N. J. Among Mr. Burns' more im- 
portant duties are the administering of 
sales policies and the supervising of trade 
relations. 

E. J. Hendrickson has been appointed 
manager of manufacturers' sales, with 
headquarters in the Stotts Building, De- 
troit, Mich. 

The growing activities in film, tran- 
scription and special recording has made 
necessary a separate division. Accordingly, 
C. Lloyd Egner will be manager of the 
recording division in charge of motion pic- 
ture, transcription and special recordings. 

Edward Wallerstein, formerly with the 
Brunswick Record Company, has been ap- 
pointed manager of record sales. Mr. 
Wallerstein will have charge of all matters 
relating to recording, releases and the mer- 
chandising of standard records for use in 
the home. 
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SHAKE PROOF 
VIBRATION 

IN 
ACTION 

VIBRATION 
CONTROLLED 

The Answer to Your 
LOCKING PROBLEMS! 

L 

NOW you can provide your prod- 
uct with positive protection 

against the ravages of vibration. The 
Shakeproof principle of "Vibration 
Control" keeps all nuts and screws 
absolutely tight and avoids the serious 
dangers ofloose connections. Improved 
performance and lasting satisfaction 
for your customers is certain when 
you use Shakeproof Lock Washers.The 
twisted teeth bite into both the nut and 
work surfaces -as vibration increases 

they bite in deeper and 
only applied force can 
release their hold.Write 
today for free testing 
samples a-nd see for 
yourself what Shake - 
proof can do for you. 

the 
Twisted 
Teeth that 
LOCK 

S6,,>:, 
1u4 ti..A.,, 
.nl 

Send today for your free 
copy of this complete 
Shakeproof Catalog. Ex- 
plains thoroughly the 
many advantages that 
Shakeproof offers -also 
shows new patented 
.Shakeproof products. 

S}IAKEPROOF 
LockWisher Company 

«Division of Illinois Tool Works) 
2509 N. Keeler Ave. Chicago, Ill. 

Type 12. 
Internal 

Type 11. 
External 

Type 15. Type 20. Locking 
Countersunk Terminals 

U. S. Pat. 1.419,564 -1,604.122- 1,697,954 -1,752,387 -Other l'at. Pending- Foreign Pat. 
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Centralab's 
famous 

Trio 

Centralab 
Fixed Resistors 

I3aptised in Fire at 2700 
degrees. Unaffected by 
heat or humidity. The re- 
sistance material and the 
ceramic protective cover- 
ing are baked together as 
ONE. 

Whether for original 
equipment or for replace- 
ments insist on 
CENTRALAB ... for 
CENTRALAB products 
are measured in terms 
of Quality and Perform- 
ance rather than in terms of low price. At jobbers 
and distributors everywhere. 

Centralab offers the 
serviceman a trio of 
super helps for re- 
placements that take 
the headaches out of 
servicing. 

Centralab 
Motor Radio 
Suppressors 

Unlike most suppressors 
LENTRALABs do not 
take heavy toll of gas ... 
you don't need to pay a 
"gas" penalty with CEN 
TRALAB suppressors. Un- 
affected by motor vibra- 
t ion. 

Centralab 
Replacement 

Volume Controls 
In a class by themselves. 
For smooth, silent ser- 
vice they have no equal - 
always use Centralahs in 
preference to "just as 
good" controls. They cost 
no more. 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 

4> 
M I L W A U K E E 
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LAMPKIN STATION FREQUENCY METER 
To provide owners and operators of 

broadcast stations with a highly accurate 
means of measuring the station frequency, 
the G. F. Lampkin Laboratories, 146 W. 
McMillan St., Cincinnati, Ohio, have 
brought out the Type 102 station fre- 
quency meter. 

The meter is essentially an instrument 
for transferring the Bureau of Standards 
5,000 kc. transmission directly to the sta- 
tion frequency, without auxiliary ap- 
paratus or interpolating equipment. 

Features of the instrument are: a 

direct dial reading in cycles deviation from 
the assigned frequency, plus or minus and 
a guaranteed accuracy of 0.003 per cent. 
Repeated measurements made with the 
meter check Federal Radio Commission 
and high -class commercial laboratories 
within 3 to 15 cycles at 1,712 kc.; simple 
and foolproof in operation -only one ad- 
justment standardizes the meter against 
the Bureau of Standards transmission; the 
instrument may be used with equal facil- 
ity in the transmitter room or several 
miles away; requires power supply of 110 - 
volts a -c and 6 -volt filament battery ; fur- 
nished for any transmitter frequency from 
1,500 to 23,000 kc., with minor exceptions, 
and for maximum deviations of from one 
to two times the frequency tolerance al- 
lowed in the station license. 

NEW BEACON MODELS 
The Beacon Microphone Co., 590 Sum- 

ner St., Akron, Ohio, has announced a 
line of new microphones ranging in price 

from $32.75 to $46.20. They include floor 
stand models, suspension models and stand- 
ard types. 

SVEA METAL 
During the past two months the new 

material Svea metal has come into quite 
widespread use. According to information 
received from the trade, the suppliers are 
now furnishing this material to seven tube 
manufacturers in this country, five abroad 
and sixteen makers of neon lights, or a 
total of 28 companies. The material is 
being used for plates (top, bottom and 
side) getter cups, eyelets, mica strappings 
and similar internal tube parts. Since the 
first of the year, some 50,000 pounds of 
metal have been used in all types of 
vacuum and gas tubes. Several new pam- 
phlets giving detailed information regard- 
ing the application of this metal have been 
issued by the manufacturers and may be 
obtained without charge by application to 
the Swedish Iron & Steel Corporation, 17 
Battery Place, New York City. 

EBY TRIMMING CONDENSERS 
Available in a single or double assembly. 

The single assembly can be used in the 
intermediate -frequency transformer and ad- 
justed from one side for each condenser 
which is respectively connected to the pri- 
mary and the secondary of the trans- 
former to be tuned. The single condenser 
is so arranged that several arrangements 
are possible. 

The condensers are usable separately or 
in sets in connection with intermediate - 
frequency transformer assemblies and any 

other place where trimming condensers are 
ordinarily used. 

The single or double assembly can be 
made in any practical range that an engi- 
neer might require, the low range being 
10 to 80 ad and the high range 700 to 
1,000 µµf. Any range between can be as- 
sembled in this job. 

Fig. I 

Shallcross 
Wheatstone 

bridge. 

NEW ACID -PROOF MELTING COMPOUND 
The Technical Products Company, of 

Pittsburgh, Pa., have announced a new 
melting and insulating compound known 
as Sauer -Eisen Melting Compound No. 
49. This compound is the result of ten 
years' experiments in developing a sub- 
stance which will resist hot acids and alka- 
lis, and remain rigid above the boiling 
temperature. Technical Products Company 
are manufacturers of a varied line of 
industrial adhesives and cements, many of 
which have found extensive use in electri- 
cal assembling industry. 

Probably the best known is Insa -Lute, 
a heat -resisting cement which is a non- 
conductor of electricity. It is largely used 
in cementing metal or mica to porcelain, 
for imbedding heater coils and similar as- 
sembling problems. Sauer -Eisen Plastic 
Porcelain is another product of the same 
company. It possesses the same electrical 
and adhesive properties as Insa -Lute, but 
is suitable for filling large openings or 
making thick joints. With the new melt- 
ing compound added to their line, the Tech- 
nical Products Company will be able to 
meet almost any problem in the field of 
industrial adhesives. 

SHALLCROSS WHEATSTONE BRIDGE 
For all around resistance measurements, 

the most convenient instrument for meas- 
uring electrical resistance is the direct 
reading, easily operated, decade type of 
Wheatstone bridge. Such instruments are 
usually complicated and relatively expen- 
sive. 

To meet the popular demand, the Shall - 
cross No. 630 Wheatstone bridge shown 
in the illustration Fig. 1 was designed to 
combine the features of reasonable cost, 
ruggedness, wide range, portability and 
accuracy. This bridge is built around a 
highly sensitive but extremely robust 
Leeds & Northrup galvanometer. Extra 
binding posts are provided to permit the 
galvanometer and the resistance decades 
to be used independently for other work. 
Manufactured by the Shallcross Mfg. Co., 
Collingdale, Pa. 
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Type 16X- Rating 1 Watt 

s 4 0 
Type 15X- Rating IN Watt 

Among the Users 
General Electric 

Westinghouse E. & M. 

R. C. A. Photophone 

R. C. A. Communications, Inc. 

Radio Marine Corp. of America 

Naval Research Laboratories 
Pan American Airways, Inc. 

International Broadcasting Equip- 
ment Co. 

Automatic Signal Corp. 

Carrier Microphone Co. 

Leading University and Com- 
mercial Experimental 
Laboratories 

Type 25X- Rating 3/4 Watt 

ScWhite., 
MOLDED RESISTORS 

Convincing Evidence 
of Superior Quality 

When companies of the standing of those listed, 
elect to use S. S. WHITE Resistors, there can be 
no question of the superior merits of these units. 
Such preference provides the best possible evidence 
that these Resistors excel in the basic requirements; 
noiseless operation, mechanical strength and dur- 
ability, accurate and permanent resistance value. 

To makers and users of electronic and radio equip- 
ment who have had no experience with S. S. WHITE 
Resistors, a trial will quickly demonstrate their su- 
periority. WRITE for descriptive circular and prices. 

The S.S.WVHITE Dental Mfg. Co. 

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 
152 -4 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y. 

Type 65X- Rating 1 Watt 

Type 40X- Rating 3/4 Watt 

Resistance Ranges 
Commercial Field 

For the varied commercial purposes, 
Resistors are supplied in the standard 
range from 1,000 ohms to 10 megohms. 
Illustrations are actual size. Several 
other types, not illustrated, are avail - 
able. 

Laboratory and Experimental 
Field 

For this field, Resistors of the 
65X Type are supplied from stock, 
from a comprehensive assortment 
of unusually high values ranging 
from 10 megohms to 1,000,000 
megohms. 

These high resistance units are com- 
monly used with the FP54 Pliotron 
tube, and are adapted for other elec- 
tronic applications requiring resistances 
above the standard range. 

The characteristic noiseless opera- 
tion of S. S. WHITE Resistors is of 
added importance in applications of 
this class. 

LABORATORY APPARATUS 
RCA VICTOR STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR -An instrument for 
taking performance data on radio receivers, radio frequency amplifiers 
and field strength measuring equipment. It's useful in measuring tube 
characteristics, resistance at radio frequencies, power factor, and is in- 
valuable in the design of IF transformers, radio frequency amplifiers and 
in determining the characteristics of coupled circuits. Carrier frequency 
range 25 KC to 25,000 KC. A 400 cycle oscillator capable of modulation 
up to 80% is incorporated, and external modulation up to 7,000 cycles 
may be used. The design of the controls insures high accuracy of carrier 
frequency setting and resetability. A highly stabilized oscillator insures 
negligible harmonic content, constant output and maximum stability over 
long periods of time. 

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION 

THE RCA VICTOR BEAT FREQUENCY OSCIL- 
LATOR- Especially developed for audio frequency 
use, and to obtain all characteristics of high 
quality loudspeakers, amplifiers and networks used 

in broadcast and sound picture laboratories. This 
instrument incorporates circuits which are condu- 
cive to low distortion, and is a typical high class 

product of "Radio Headquarters." 

RCA Victor Company, Inc. 
CAMDEN, N. J. 

"RADIO HEADQUARTERS" 
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NEW FANSTEEL BALKITE BATTERY 
CHARGER 

The new charger announced by the Fan - 
steel Products Company, Inc., of North 
Chicago, Illinois, is small and compact - 
8 inches long, 7% inches high, 5 inches 
deep -and comes ready to hang on the wall 
or place on the bench of the car owner's 
garage. Two cords are provided: one 
plugs into the car, the other goes into the 
electric light socket. No clips to bother 
with -car plug is polarized so it can not 
be connected backwards. 

In speaking of its development, J. M. 
Troxel, president of Fansteel Products 
Company, Inc., said: 

"The increased number of radios and 
other electrical accessories in automobiles 
are making it necessary for the automobile 
owner to pay more attention to the battery 
in his car. Free wheeling is also con- 
tributing to the need for watching one's 
battery because few people realize that 
when 'free wheeling' the battery is not 
being charged. We have as a result re- 
ceived many requests for a low -priced and 
convenient rectifier which would keep the 
car battery fully charged. 

"Rectifiers are not a new development 

with us," continued Mr. Troxel. "During 
the past ten years we have made well over 
a million Balkite and Fansteel battery 
chargers which are standard for radio, 
telegraph and telephone service all over 
the world. Here, as in the newly devel- 
oped battery charger, we have employed the 
same reliable tantalum rectifier principle 
which has proven so successful." 

NEW ACRATONE 6 -VOLT DYNAMIC 
REPRODUCER 

The new Acratone speaker, recently de- 
veloped by Federated Purchaser, 23 Park 
Place, New York, N. Y., consists of a spe- 
cial cone type "driver" unit model 735, 
combined with an exponential horn model 
736, having a number of novel design 
improvements. The drive unit resembles 
the ordinary horn unit in so far as the field 
portion is concerned. To build up suffi- 
cient magnetic strength for handling the 
specified power, a large field coil is wound 
on a heavy iron core. The field is ener- 
gized from a 6 -volt d -c. source. Instead of 
employing the small -size metallic alloy dia- 
phragm used in ordinary horn units, the 
Acratone reproducer uses a diaphragm 
somewhat similar to those used in 
cone -type speakers. This diaphragm 
is made of a special strong fibrous pulp 
material 6 inches in diameter. The voice - 
coil winding has an impedance of 15 ohms 
and will carry power up to 15 watts con- 
tinuously and up to a 30 -watt peak. 

The model 736 horn sound projector is 
of the exponential type. Hence, the dia- 
phragm is loaded up equally throughout the 
entire range of audible frequencies. The 
horn is made of a special composition 

which is entirely weatherproof. At the 
base of the horn, there is a housing for 
the driver unit, which fits securely against 
an internal baffle. The horn is supplied 

with special brackets for mounting and 
with a weather -proof covering material 
for the bell. The horn is 3% feet long and 
the bell dimensions are 28% inches by 
28% inches. 

The horn, with its small internal baffle, 
is equivalent to a straight baffle of ap- 
proximately double size. As a horn, it 
loads the diaphragm of the driver unit 
with an air column and therefore prevents 
blasting. In addition, this new type of 
reproducer retains the "highs," so that they 
can be reproduced at the same time as the 
low notes. The horn makes the unit di- 
rectional, instead of a non -directional one, 
thereby increasing the efficiency of the unit 
for a given area coverage. 

NEW IRC VOLTOHMMETER 

The IRC Servicer for July announces 
the introduction of a new, small, light and 
durable IRC voltohmmeter that is a com- 
plete piece of test equipment covering volt- 
age and resistance. 

The basic meter is a Westinghouse 0 -1 
milliammeter and the range may be ex- 
tended indefinitely by the addition of Pre- 
cision wire -wound resistors. Another fea- 
ture is the special vacuum relay which 
guards against accidental overloads. Sup- 
pose that, in testing with the scale con- 
nected from 0 to 30 volts, you accidentally 
touch the test lead across the 150 -v. sec- 
tion. Lnstead of a costly burn -out as in 
ordinary meters, the vacuum relay will 
throw open and remain open as long as 
there is an overload. When the extra volt- 
age is removed, the relay automatically 
closes and the meter is again ready for 
use. 

A copy of The IRC Servicer will be 
sent free of charge upon request to the 
International Resistance Co., 2100 Arch 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

NATIONAL UNION INTRODUCES FORM- 
FITTING TUBE SHIELDS 

An important development in radio tube 
shielding is announced by National Union 
Radio Corporation, 400 Madison Ave., 
New York City. The new device consists 
of form -fitting metal jackets and ground- 
ing clip, easily applied to any type tube 
on which shielding seems necessary. Two 
styles are available so that all requirements 
for both straight -side and dome -type bulbs 
are provided for. 

In summarizing the uses of the new 
shield, National Union draws attention to 
the fact that they can be used to replace 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

spray- shield tubes ; used where old tube 
shield can has been lost, stolen or dam- 
aged and used where present shielding is 
inadequate. They are further suggested for 
trial in noisy receivers and where non- 
vibrating shielding is desired. 

While the tube shields are a National 
Union development, they are being manu- 
factured by Goat Radio Tube Parts Com- 
pany of Brooklyn, N. Y. They have been 
made available to the trade through Na- 
tional Union distributors, although sample 
sets are being offered, without charge, to 
experimental laboratories, technical schools, 
police department and air transportation 
companies. 

NEW RECTANGULAR SWITCHBOARD 
INSTRUMENTS 

Among several points of advantage of 
a new line of rectangular switchboard in- 
struments announced by the General Elec- 
tric Company is the fact that the scale can 
be read at an angle with no error of 
parallax. Antiglare glass is another spe- 
cial feature. Others are magnetic damp- 
ing, high torque, responsiveness, perma- 
nently constant characteristics, and avail- 
ability in three styles of cases. 

The line, designated as Types AD -6 and 
DD -6, include alternating- current volt- 
meters, ammeters, wattmeters, power- factor 
meters and frequency meters, and direct- 

current ammeters and voltmeters. Special 
instruments also available include temper- 
ature meters and radio- frequency and rec- 
tifier -type instruments. Both surface and 
flush type cases are supplied. The surface 
type instruments are 6 inches high and 5% 
inches wide, and four instruments may be 
mounted on a 24 -inch panel; the flush type 
instruments are 7 inches high and 6% 
inches wide. In addition, three -element 
ammeters and voltmeters, 12 inches high 
and 5% inches wide, are available. 

MICROPHONE MANUFACTURER MOVES 
TO LARGER QUARTERS 

After September 1, the Shure Brothers 
Company will occupy larger quarters at 215 
West Huron St., Chicago, according to a 
statement by S. N. Shure, president of the 
company. Increased demand for micro- 
phone equipment necessitated the expansion. 

The products of the company are prin- 
cipally used in broadcast stations, public - 
address systems, and sound recording 
studios. Renewed activity in these fields, 
influenced by improved conditions in gen- 
eral business, has been responsible for the 
large upturn in order volume. Many new 
products have been added to the Shure line 
during recent months in accordance with a 
definite research and development program. 
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WHEN YOU THINK OF MOLY WIRE 
IT WILL PAY YOU TO THINK OF - 

MOLYBDENUM PRODUCTS 

New developments in research and equip- 

ment assure ELMETS continued leader- 

ship in- 

ACCURACY 
+ .0001 Grid Wire 

Tolerance. j 1:" 
STRENGTH 
Uniformly strong through- 
out entire length. 

STRETCH 
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Where resistor service 
is exacting they say 
CONTINENTALS are the most- 

Up to 25% as desired. 

EXTRA LENGTH 
Furnished on Bakelite 
Spools or Iron Bands up 

to 1500 Meters, a feat- 
ure that reduces labor and 

machine costs. 

15 

2590STRETCii 

ELMET COSTS NO MORE THAN THE 
ORDINARY WIRE. Write for prices TODAY 
to Box R -B. 

AMERICAN ELECTRO METAL CORP 
LEWISTON MAINE 

AERO DIGEST 

RADIO 
is an 

important 
phase of 
aircraft 

operations 

Thousands of miles a day, scheduled airliners are 
transporting passengers, mail and express back and 
forth, up and down the United States ... into Canada 
and Mexico . down the coast to Cuba, the West 
Indies, Central and South America. 

Trained technicians and operators -drawn from the radio field -are 
designing, installing and operating the thousands of receiving and 
transmitting sets which provide the plane- toground, ground -to- 
plane, plane -to -plane and station -to- station communications so 

essential to safe and efficient aircraft operation. 

AERO DIGEST, the complete aeronautical magazine, will post you 
on the developments of aircraft radio, its new military and com- 
mercial applications. etc.. etc. 

Published monthly. $3 a year, $5 for tao years; or 35c a single copy. 

AERO DIGEST 
515 Madison Avenue New York N. Y. 
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Check CONTINENTAL super performance 
in your own laboratories 

Continental can show you curves, but we know that actual p =rtormance on 
in your laboratory is the deciding factor. Let us supply sam ales. 

We are confident that you will be convinced. r 

I 

CONTINENTAL CARBON Inc. ' 

13904 LORAIN AVENUE 
CLEVELAND. OHIO 

Name 

Address 

I City State 

TORONTO. ONTARIO 
CANADA 

Please send sample Continental Resistan for tests. 
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WESTON ANNOUNCES NEW SELECTIVE 

The new method of selective analysis 
with the Weston selective analyzer (Fig. 
1) makes all necessary voltage, current and 
resistance readings, continuity and grid 
tests in any kind of a radio receiver. The 
tube socket readings are made through the 
medium of standard analyzer plugs. But 
instead of bringing the socket terminals 
through the plug to the inside of a com- 
plex instrument as is the case in older types 
of radio set testers and analyzers, they are 
brought to a small rectangular unit carry- 
ing a tube socket and a group of pin jacks. 
This small unit, known as model 666 socket 
selector, has two fixed pins on the under 
side which fit into corresponding blank pin 
jacks for mechanically mounting it on the 
multiple range volt- ohm- milliammeter, 
model 665. 

At this writing four socket selectors are 
available, one each for 4, 5, 6 and 7 prong 
tubes and 4 jumper cords in red and black. 
(Fig. 2 shows the 7 -prong model.) When 

one of these socket selectors, say, for in- 
stance, the one for 5 prongs, is plugged 
on to the volt- ohm -milliammeter, it then 
becomes a gomplete analyzer for sets em- 
ploying 5 -prong tubes regardless of their 
arrangement as to pin connections. In a 
similar manner, when the 4, 6 or 7 prong 
units are used, the analyzer is complete 
for testing 4, 6 and 7 prong tube sets re- 
spectively. 

This unique combination is the result of 
very careful study to simplify for engineers 
and servicemen the operation of the an- 
alyzer and reduce its obsolescence. The 
physical separation of the tube socket, cord 
and plug from the instrument itself, sim- 
plifies the analyzer operation and reduces 
the instrument switching positions to a 
minimum which otherwise would require 
an almost impossible number of combina- 
tions, due to the complexity of the present 
tube situation, to say nothing of future ex- 
pansions. 

This selective analyzer will not become 
obsolete, should further changes take place 
in the arrangement of 4, 5, 6 or 7 prong 

TUBE BASE CHART 
FOR Mt WITH 

THE WESTON METHOD OP SELECTIVE ANALYSIS 
T. Br Tub. Sam 'rube Sam T.b. Sue 

1 4-7 38 5.2 68 5-2 2A6 64 
IV 4-7 39 5.2 69 62 2A7 74 

00A 41 49 4.1 71A 41 287 7.3 
01A 4-1 41 63 75 64 523 4-5 
10 41 42 6-3 76 5.1 6A4 5-3 
12A 41 43 65 n 61 6A7 74 
11 50. 44 12 78 61 687 7.3 

.15 5-2 45 44 79 65 6C6 61 
17 34 46 5-4 80 45 6C7 6-I 
HI 63 47 63 81 4-6 6D6 61 
39 66 48 63 82 4-3 6D7 5.2 
20 441 49 34 83 44 6E7 3-2 
22 4-2 50 4-1 84 15 6F7 7.5 
24 5-2 51 5.2 85 6-4 624 5.5 
26 441 52 5-3 89 61 625 64 
27 3-1 53 7-4 90 62 1223 4-7 
29 6-2 55 64 92 62 25Z5 67 
50 44 56 3.1 95 6-3 LA 5.3 
31 41 57 6.1 96 47 KRI 4-7 
32 42 58 61 98 5.5 KR2 4-7 
33 5-3 59 74 99 41 111213 41 
31 44 64 S-2 1A6 69 183 44 
33 5.2 65 5.2 2AS 4-I 485 54 
36 5-2 67 5-1 2855 63 864 41 
37 5.1 

LOOKING DOWN ON TOP OF SOCKET 

Fig. 3 

ANALYZER 

Fig. I 

tubes, as to their pin connections. If in 
ensuing years, new tubes should be devel- 
oped, having more than 7 prongs, this com- 
bination can be readily brought up -to -date 
simply by securing a socket selector unit 
to suit. 

The instrument has an exceptionally 
broad list of ranges intended for the needs 
of tomorrow, as well as those of today. 
Since it reads directly in fundamentals of 
volts, milliamperes and resistance and since 
the ranges are so broad in scope, its obso- 
lescence is reduced to a minimum. 

To make readings at the tube sockets of 
the radio set, the proper socket selector 

should be plugged into the pin jacks pro- 
vided for that purpose at the top of the in- 
strument panel. Then insert the tube, in 
the selector unit, and the plug in the radio 
tube socket. The socket selector has on 
either side of its socket a group of pin 
jacks moulded in the Bakelite which are 
wired tg the socket terminals as shown by 
white lines on the top of the unit. Pin 
jacks are also provided for the cap and 
for a ground lead to make measurements 
to the chassis itself. The jacks are marked 
with the new standard numbering system 
for the pins. To tie in with this number- 
ing system a very complete chart (Fig. 3) 
is furnished showing the prong connections 
to the various electrodes on all tubes in 
use today. 

The instrument has the following broad 
list of ranges: A -C and D -C volts 1,000- 
500- 250 -100- 50- 25- 10- 5- 2.5 -1, all with a 
sensitivity of 1,000 ohms per volt. The a -c. 
ranges are obtained through the use of a 
copper oxide full wave bridge type recti- 
fier. The current ranges are 500- 250 -100- 
50- 25- 10- 5 -2.5 -1 milliampere, d -c. only. The 
resistance ranges run up to 1,000.000 ohms 
with the lowest range indicating 1 ohm per 
division. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

CALLITE KULGRID WIRE 
During the past year, the Callite Prod- 

ucts Company, of Union City, New Jersey, 
has developed a new series of very useful 
composite wires having special properties, 
to meet the new requirements of the radio 
tube, neon sign and electrical industries. 
This new series of composite wires is made 
under special processes, patents applied for 
and pending, and is to be known as Kulgrid 
C, Kulgrid I and Kulgrid S. 

Kulgrid C wire is a composite wire con- 
sisting of an inner core of special copper 
alloy perfectly bonded by special process 
to a nickel sleeve. This new Kulgrid wire 
is specially designed for use as lateral sup- 
ports for grids, as well as grid wire proper. 
Because of its high heat conductivity and 
special surface treatment, this wire is par- 
ticularly adaptable for use in grid con- 
struction, thus lowering the operating tern - 
perature of the grid assembly and reducing 
grid emission. This property is particu- 
larly advantageous in the construction of 
multi -grid tubes where grid emission is a 
factor. 

Kulgrid I consists of a special iron alloy 
core perfectly bonded to a nickel sleeve. 

Kulgrid S consists of a special steel alloy 
core perfectly bonded to a nickel sleeve. 

All of the above types of Kulgrid wire 
can be furnished either hard drawn or soft 
annealed, having an elongation of 10 per 
cent to 20 per cent and a breaking strength 
of 1 to 1.45 kilograms based on a wire 
.005 inch in diameter. The above special 
wires have many useful applications, par- 
ticularly in the manufacture of grids, grid 
posts and have non -corrosive, non -oxidizing 
properties. All of the three types of Kul- 
grid wire are weldable to each other, to 
nickel and other related metals: 

A PORTABLE OSCILLOGRAPH WITH 
UNIQUE FEATURES 

An entirely new oscillograph, differing 
greatly from previous designs, has been de- 
veloped by the Westinghouse Electric and 
Manufacturing Company using a new type 
of optical system and galvanometer. This 
new instrument may be used as conveni- 
ently as an ordinary voltmeter or ammeter, 
and has other characteristics which will 
extend the range of application of oscillo- 
graphic instruments. 

The instrument is entirely self- contained 
and may be operated from a 110 -volt, 60- 

cycle lighting circuit without auxiliary at- 
tachments. Its over -all dimensions are 8 
inches by 11% inches by 11 inches. Its 
total weight is approximately 18 pounds. 

Terminals for the two galvanometers 
are located at the lower left and right - 
hand corners of the panel. Both galvano- 
meters may be used for measurements of 
potentials up to 300 volts or currents up. 
to 10 amperes without the use of external 
resistors. 
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THE Group Subscription 
Plan for RADIO ENGINEERING 
enables a group of engineers or 
department heads to subscribe 
at one -half the usual yearly 
rate. 

The regular individual rate is 

$2.00 a year. In groups of 4 
or more, the subscription rate 
is $1.00 a year. (In Canada and 
foreign countries $2.00.) 

The engineering departments of 
hundreds of manufacturers in 
the radio and allied industries 
have used this Group Plan for 
years, in renewing their sub - 
scriptions to RADIO ENGINEER- 
ING. 

Each subscriber should print 
his name and address clearly 
and state his occupation - 
whether an executive, engineer, 
department head, plant super- 
intendent, or foreman, etc. 

Remember this Group 
Plan when Your 
Subscription Expires 

(Radio Engineering) 

Bryan Davis Publishing Co, Inc. 
19 East 47th Street 

New York, N. Y. 

Los Angeles Chicago St. Louis 
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MODEL 305 
A.C. OPERATED -SELF- CONTAINED 

BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 
Range: 10- 10,000 cycles. 

Ranges up to 25,000 cycles may be obtained at a slight extra 
charge. 

Hand calibrated dials supplied at a slight extra charge. 

FEATURES: 
1. 'Straight line logarithmatic curve supplied. 
2. Accuracy guarantee 1 %. 
3. Accurate curve reference. 
4. Guaranteed stability. 
5. Harmonic content 6% below 100 cycles; 3% above 100 cycles. 
6. A. C. operated. 
7. Output 500 ohm on level O D.B. 
8. Portable -water -proof carrying case supplied. 

Write for our descriptive pamphlet. 

Price: $155.00, complete, less tubes. 

MODEL 307 
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 

1. Semi logarithmatic curve. 5. Low harmonic content. 
2. Accuracy guarantee 3 %. 6. Output 3,000 ohm on level 
3. Accurate check for curve. O D.B. 
4. Filaments lit by A.C. 7. Good stability. 

Write for our descriptive pamphlet. 
Price: $82.50 

Best Frequency Oscillator designed to order to cover 
any ranges between 0 to 250,000 cycles. 

Complete Equipment Manufactured for 
CATHODE RAY TUBES 

Write for our technical information sheet describing our cathode 
ray tube, holder, power supply and sweep circuit. Special 
applications for cathode ray tubes designed. Send us your problems. 

WIRELESS EGERT ENGINEERING, Inc. 
179 VARICK STREET NEW YORK CITY 
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GOAT TUBE- SHIELDS APPROVED!! 
, ...... . . . . . . . .. . o . . . adopted in many new models 

Specify Goat Form- Fitting Tube -Shields for your new Auto 
Radio, Noiseless Set and Compact Model. Improves per- 
formance and Appearance -At LOWER COST. 

Different types available to fit present tube sizes. 

Cost and engineering data available to recognized manufacturers upon request. 

GOAT RADIO TUBE PARTS, Inc. 
314 I)lì. -AN 5 110.1 1 . IiRtx)1:1.1 N, N. l . 

,e1e11,1e1e1e1e1e,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,, ,,,,, 111111 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

CATHODE RAY TUBES for ALL STANDARD UNITS 
Rugged, brilliant, low- priced Doblont cathode ray tubes 
are available in all standard sizes. DuMont adapters 
also allow their interchangeable use in other standard 
cathode ray equipment. 

Technical data on cathode ray tubes 
and equipment sent on request. 

ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES Upper Montclair, N. J. 

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM 
ROD, SHEET and WIRE 

for Cathodes, Supports and Welds 
Kulgrid Wire Types C, I and S 

Special Tungsten Filament Coils 
Tungsten Contacts for Auto "B Eliminators and Spada! Purposes 

CALLITE PRODUCTS DIV. 
UNION CITY NEW JERSEY 

LANDOHMS 
ARMOURED WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 

WILL LOWER YOUR COSTS 
OVER SIX MILLION IN USE 

MAY WE SAMPLE AND QUOTE 

THE MUTER COMPANY 
1255 So. Michigan Ave. Chicago, III. 

When You Renew Your Subscription to 
RADIO ENGINEERING 

Remember the Group Rate -$1.00 a year for 
four or more subscriptions. 

Regular Rate -$2.00 a year in U. S. A. -$3.00 in foreign countries 

For Your Experimental Department 
A tube of 500 as- 
sorted l u g s and 
terminals - h o t 
tinned for e a s y 
soldering. 

Price $1.00 

f'Ú';, - (` i i+r i, ... +- ®,' l i - 

We are also pre- 
pared to handle 
production stamp- 
ings. 

Write Us for 
Quotations 

F. R. ZIERICK MFG. COMPANY 
70 E. 131st ST., NEW YORK CITY 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
A 

Aero Digest 27 
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PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTALS 
New Low Prices Effective Sept. 1st, 1933 

BROADCAST BAND 
Broadcast Band Crystals accurately ground to BETTER than .03% 
fully mounted for $35.00 each. These crystals may be adjusted to 
exact frequency by changing temperature slightly. Prompt shipments 
and fully guaranteed. 

COMMERCIAL SHORT -WAVE BANDS 
Crystals in these bands also reduced in price. Write for prices. 
Same high degree of accuracy. 

AMATEUR BANDS 
Crystals in either 80 or 160 meter bands unmounted ground to 
within 5 ke. of your desired frequency with calibration accurate to 
.03% for $10.00 each. $5.00 additional mounted in our Standard 
Holder. 

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE 
"The Crystal Specialists" 

124 Jackson Avenue, University Park, Hyattsville, Maryland 

AMI NATIONS 
for Audio & Power Transformers 

t ECIALIZED METHODS - YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

E 

Wide Variety of Stock Standard Sizes 
Dimension and Price Sheets on request 

We Also Make 
PERMANENT MAGNETS- DIES- TOOLS- 

METAL STAMPINGS 
Facilities for prompt service 

Thomas Et Skinner nOOto1120 
¡` E.Twen y -Third St. Steel Products l o INDIANAPOLIS, IND, 

ON MY WAY -ro 
NEW YORK AND 
THE PICCADILLY 

.. best hotel I know! 
Near everything, just 
200 feet from Broad- 
way. Modern, hospit- 
able, and comfortable. 
Like the Manager, 
like the rates - $2.50 
single, $3.50 double, 
for a room with bath 

THE HOTEL 

PICCADILLY 
45th St. W. of Broadway New York 

WILLIAM MADLUNG, Mng. Dir. 
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Use MOTOR DRIVEN 
WIRE STRIPPERS for 
Faster, Better Work 
Our machines are especially adapted 
for Radio Coil and Wire Stripping. 
BRUSH TYPE STRIPPERS remove 
insulation from coil leads as close 
to coil as desired. 

KNIFE TYPE STRIPPERS remove 
insulation from all wire ends. 

Write today for Bulletin on these 
and other Insulated Wire Strippers. 

THE WIRE STRIPPER CO. 
1725 Eastham Ave. E. Cleveland. Ohio 

NEW! 
UNIVERSAL MODEL "E" 
Condenser Type Microphone 
Amazing quality at a sensationally low price. 
90° Swivel Head with Automatic Barometric 
Adjustment -2 -Stage Amplifier- Non -Micro- 
phonic Tubes -Solid Bar Grating Diaphragm 
Protection -Polished Aluminum and Chrome 
Plated -At dealers' net cost of $54.00, this is 

by all odds the greatest value in microphone history. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd. 
424 Warren Lane Inglewood, Calif., U. S. A. 

WAXES 
*COMPOUNDS 

VAIj,NISHES 
For Insulation of Condensers 

Transformers, coils, power packs, pot heads, socke +s, 

wiring devices, wet and dry batteries, etc. Also 
WAX SATURATORS for braided wire and tape. 
WAXES for radio parts. Compounds made to 
your own specifications if you prefer. 

ZOPHAIn MILLS, INC. 
FOUNDED 1846 

Court, Lorraine and Creamer Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Agents: Ralph B. Clark, 2007 Calumet Ave.. Toledo, Ohio 
H. A. B. Sneve Co.. San Francisco, Seattle. New Orleans 

Acclaimed by All! Enroll Now! 
ONE YEAR RESIDENCE COURSE 

in Practical Radio Engineering 
Now Forming ... Classes Start Sept. 19th 
Our courses are recommended by radio executives every- 
where. An advanced course for experienced men who desire 
to improve their ability and knowledge. Write at once for 
details and FREE 36 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET. 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INST. 
DEPT. RE -8 

14th and Park Rd.. N. W. Washington, D. C. 
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You are now 

faced with a 

New Era in Ra 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

If the new program is to 
bring success to YOU it 

must be upon the basis 

of alert, progressive 
policies. 

The era of chiseling to a 

price is past. The ques- 

tion "What have you? 

now precedes "How 
much ?" 

If it means anything, it 

means that advanced de- 

sign, engineering refine- 

ments and improved ma- 

terials will pay dividends. 

It means a speeding up all 

along the line. It means 

active markets. 

Are you keeping pace 

with the New Era? 

dio 
Annual Component 

and 

Material Review 

RADIO ENGINEERING for September will cover 
active supply sources for parts and materials 
used by the radio and allied industries. 

There will be a wealth of information which will 
be of value to the executives, engineers and pur- 
chasing agents- information which will be used 
to select supply sources and allocate purchases. 

Many reservations for September 
advertising space have already 
been received. Preferred Positions 
are in demand. Write or wire at 
once. 

Advertising Forms Close September 5th 

The paid circulation of RADIO ENGINEERING is ap- 
proximately 5,000 A.B.C. This paid circulation for ten 
years has been larger than the paid circulation of com- 
peting publications. 

In September 8,000 copies are being printed to provide for 
new subscribers, foreign distribution, and circulation 
which is climbing rapidly on the basis of increased activity 
and increased executive and engineering personnel. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
19 EAST 47th STREET 

NEW YORK CITY 
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Two Critical Life Tests 
that "double check" 
Allen -Bradley suppressors 

Type W Suppressor 

Type X Suppressor 

Type Y Suppressor 

Type Z Suppressor 

The Allen- Bradley radio laboratories 
conduct two types of life tests. One test 
is the "road test" in which a large group 
of spark plug resistors are operated on 
motor cars continuously under all con- 
ditions of service and weather. 

To "double check" the road tests, con- 
tinuous life tests ore made on hundreds 
of spark plug resistors day after day, 
week after week, with the test equip- 
ment illustrated below. Under conditions 
equivalent to motor speed of 50 miles 
per hour, these resistors are tested at 
various ambient temperatures and bat- 
tery voltages. No road trial is more 
severe than this exacting ordeal. 

These long and critical tests have en- 
abled Allen- Bradley engineers to pro- 
duce spark plug resistors that - 
1-Do not "open circuit" in service and 

cripple the engine. 

fi 

2 -Do not "drop" in resistance and fail 
as suppressors. 

3 -Do not have a "high voltage charac- 
teristic" which sharply decreases the 
suppressor resistance during each 
spark discharge and thus defeats 
the purpose of the suppressor. 

4 -Do not fail from exposure to oil 
and water. 

5 -Do not break due to car or engine 
vibration. The resistors are enclosed 
in rugged, non -arcing bakelite cas- 
ings -not in brittle ceramic material. 

The superiority of Allen -Bradley Spark 
Plug Resistors can be easily demon- 
strated. Our engineers will gladly supply 
data and performance curves on resistors 
for your requirements. Write us today. 

Allen - Bradley Co. 
126 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee,Wis. 
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